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INTRODUCTION
Twenty-five years ago I was introduced to the Anubis Caves. At that time Bill McGlone,
Jon Polansky, Rollin Gillespie, Gloria Farley and I saw the equinox alignment suggested
by Jon. He made the suggestion after reading Barry Fell’s translation of an Ogam text
termed the Six Months inscription. We recognized the site as having calendrical
importance and soon recognized Cave 2 as having some importance to the carvers for
representing a story, but we didn’t know what that story might be. We called it the Silent
Opera mainly because there was no musical accompaniment, but in part because we
didn’t know the story it told. Now, after so many years of study and research the
message of the rocks is beginning to be heard. Because many of the people who
worked on this project have passed away I have purposed to record what has been
gleaned from these sites while it it still fresh in my mind.
Many pagans, when converted to Christianity, continued to hold sacred some of their
old ways. These beliefs and practices were too deeply embedded in their lives to give
up. I believe the creators of the Anubis Caves have followed that same path. However,
they are not demonstrating a reverence for springs, wells, mountains and associated
rituals. It appears that a group of individuals from Asia Minor or Europe with a
background as worshippers of Celtic Apollo adopted Mithraism. They did not jettison
the old faith so their worship no longer bore its flavor, but overlaid it with Mithraism.
Their ethnic origin may by Celtic as we were able to get at the root of the words of their
inscriptions using Celtic dictionaries.
Rollin Gillespie expressed it well when he said someone else could have done a better
job, but no one has come forth. When the final analysis is made I don’t think I will be
found one hundred percent correct, but I believe an open minded evaluation will find the
conclusions of this work are essentially correct. The important thing is to not to throw
the baby out with the bath water. What ever the reader may believe these sites to be,
they should be investigated and not ignored. Time and resources have not permitted an
exhaustive study of the sites. There still is much to be done at the sites. They deserve
to be looked at again with the benefit of modern technology and an open minded
approach. There will be revisions to what has been written as new data is evaluated
and old data is reevaluated.
Investigating historic events and ancient beliefs is best done by examining evidence
which can be analyzed to yield reproducible results. Tangible cultural materials such as
writing, pottery, jewelry and weaponry as well as skeletal remains, dentition, DNA are a
few of the preferred items for obtaining solid data upon which to base interpretation of
cultural traits. This works well with left brain, linear thinking methodology. However,
examination of these items may yield little in the way of understanding a culture’s
beliefs. Religion, mythology and star lore must be dealt with using, to a larger extent,
right brain thinking. This does not exclude logic or linear thinking, but makes use of
both. Sites discussed here do contain writing, religious and astronomical artifacts.
These have been the foundation for my conclusions and speculations. These sites
need to be examined using a holistic approach. In short this is like studying history.
Sometimes it is clear and precise and sometimes it is a little fuzzy. I hope what I have
recorded here will serve to clarify some of the fuzziness and not add to it.
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I wrote this paper for the informed reader,
but not as a scholarly paper. Its purpose is to
put in writing the remainder of the information
as yet unpublished. I have done this with the
expectation that future students of the sites
can evaluate the knowledge gained by those
before them and proceed from there.
References are placed in the text. I have
included speculations as well as conclusions
based on firmer evidence. There are many
markings at the sites which have been
translated. I refer to most of them in the
following text.
There are many more The author on video in Anubis Cave 2 with
markings I believe to be writing, but that have inset of highlighted Mithras between
carvings of rising sun and setting sun. Video
not been translated to my satisfaction.
by Scott Monahan. © MMV TransVision Corp.
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A NEW WORLD MONUMENT TO MITHRAS
Phillip M. Leonard
The Sites and Early Researchers:
For more than 25 years the present author and others have studied the petroglyphs
which are the subject of this paper. We have described the sites and glyphs many
times in various books and papers. I’ll quote from one of the better descriptions
previously published. The description was written in 1993. Since that time a greater
understanding of the sites has developed as additional information has been acquired,
but the description and history of the sites remains essentially the same.

Figure 1. View of Anubis Caves 2, on the right, and 3 on the left. Photo by Bill McGlone.
“As the sun slowly sinks in the western sky, it becomes the key to an exciting
series of events that the authors call the Silent Opera. On the days of the
equinoxes, a group of petroglyphs in a small cave are lighted successively by the
sun, much as actors on a stage are spotlighted in an opera. Finally, just at
sunset, after the other figures have been eclipsed by the shadow, only what we
interpret as Anubis, the Egyptian jackal god, is left in sunshine on the cave wall.
Some inscriptions at the site describe the opera. Others identify the site as
equinoctial, and still others tell of additional interactions with the sun at that time
of year. It is at once the most complex and epigraphically interesting petroglyph
4

site the authors have yet seen. And it is located in the western United States--in
the Panhandle of Oklahoma.
The first person to suggest Old World affinities for the site was Gloria Farley,
who was taken there in 1978 by a local rancher. She identified the dog-like figure
in one of the caves as Anubis and has since suggested Old World connections
for some of the other figures carved on the cave wall. Mythological interpretation
of the Anubis cave material can be found in papers by Farley (1995), Keeler
(1985), and Farley and Keeler (1979). In addition, Fell (1985b) describes the
presence of the Spring signs of the zodiac, Aries, Taurus, and Gemini, and Farley
(1989) has proposed that the markings around the wall of Cave 2 can be
interpreted as a Celtic calendar.
None of these interpretations is fully
satisfactory, in our judgement. We will show some of the explanations for the
caves and their contents that we can accept in this chapter, and will propose a
series of new concepts for further understanding of what is there in the next
chapter.” (McGlone et al. 1993:139).
Based on the translation by Barry Fell of one of the inscriptions, the presence
of sun symbols on one cave wall, and the general orientation of the caves, Jon
Polansky predicted in 1981 that it would prove to be an equinox site with some
sort of light and shadow play involving the sun petroglyphs. Three of the authors
of this book, Rollin Gillespie, Phil Leonard, and Bill McGlone teamed with
Polansky to study the astronomical aspects of the site. All the potential linkages
between sun and petroglyphs in caves 2 and 3 as presented here, were identified
by the present authors. The team wrote a preliminary report of its findings that
was published in ESOP 14, August 1985 (Gillespie et al. 1985). The site also
provided the material, together with other sites mentioned in this book that
served as the basis for a television documentary (Figure 49), entitled ‘History on
the Rocks,’ produced by Scott Monahan of Denver, Colorado.
The Anubis caves are erosion rock shelters in a low sandstone bluff (Figure
50). Their mouths open to the west, which is significant in terms of their
connection to the setting sun. Three are together, interconnected by windows
between them; the fourth is some hundred yards north, and the fifth is about a
quarter mile farther north. The research team numbered the caves 1 through 5,
starting from the south. Also, there is a small sixth ‘cave’ farther north, containing
Plains Indian zoomorphic petroglyphs.
Several Ogam-like markings, in the caves, have had readings proposed for
them. Some of these will be discussed here in the light of research conducted
since the publication of our first book. For other readings proposed by Fell, but
not considered sufficiently well supported for publication by us, see ‘Parietal
Inscriptions of the Anubis Caves’ in ESOP 14 (Fell 1985b). One petroglyph of a
bull or bison, with ribs drawn Celtic style, is taken by him to represent Taurus the
Bull, and is claimed to have Libyan writing beside it that gives the name
Aldebaran, the principal star in the constellation Taurus (Figure 73). Although we
are not yet prepared to comment definitely on this interpretation, we feel it does
deserve further evaluation.”
(McGlone et al. 1993:141-142)
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Southeastern Colorado is
home to a large number of
petroglyphs exhibiting many styles,
some with solar alignments. We
have found dozens of sites with
solar alignments. Nearly all are of
Native American origin.
(See
Figure 33 in Addendum.) The three
sites, we have chosen to describe
here have been termed the Anubis
Caves, Crack Cave and the Sun
Temple . While the last two sites
memorialize important, solar and
celestial events, the Anubis Caves’
sequential alignments operate on
the equinoxes and summer solstice Figure 2. Ted and Alma Barker, in front of the entrance to
as part of a Mithraic Temple known Crack Cave. They have worked tirelessly to locate petroglyphs and
as a Mithraeum. It can be argued, share their knowledge of them with others.
because of the absence of a clear
representation of the bull slaying scene frequently displayed in late Mithraea, we
actually have a Mithraic monument. The engravings reveal to the initiate something of
what he must learn.

Figure 3. The Sun Temple. A. Sun Ring petroglyph. B. Shallow Cave. C. Noble Twins Ogam. D.
Untranslated Ogam-like inscription. E. Tree Ogam. Drawing by Jan McConnell.
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The Who and The Why:
Do the Anubis Caves have any relationship to the two other nearby sites (Crack
Cave, McGlone et al. 1993:183-188, Sun Temple 189-201)? If connections do exist
among the three sites what can be learned from viewing them as three parts of a
whole? Why would the creators of the inscriptions employ the ancient alphabet known
as Ogam and not another alphabet when they have demonstrated their ability to do so
(McGlone et al. 1993:147)? This article is intended to be a record of the information
regarding these sites which has not been published to date. My study has given me
ample occasion to speculate on several possibilities and many of these speculations are
presented here. The degree to which the images form a complex and the degree to
which they are interrelated when viewed as Mithraic teachings is compelling. I believe
the evidence approaches a level of proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
To understand the meaning of the sites and especially the Anubis Caves it is
necessary to grasp the web-like connections linking religion, icons, myth and the Ogam
alphabet. To do this we must penetrate the diversionary layer of god names and
images. Background information regarding mythology and the Ogam writing system
has been included in the form of appendices.
Mithraism is an ancient and rather widespread mystery religion. It is a “mystery”
religion, because members required that its beliefs and practices be kept secret.
Mithraism offered seven grades to its practitioners, and the teachings of each of the
higher grades were to be kept secret from the lower grades. Its most important
teaching dealt with the belief
that, before birth, people’s
souls existed among the
stars.
In anticipation of
being incarnated the souls
would descend the Milky
Way. Once on earth they
learned to cleanse
themselves of moral faults in
preparation for death and
return to the stars by
ascending the Milky Way.
They built temples called
Mithraea, and monuments of
various kinds to honor their
sun god Mithras.
It is
believed most Mithraic
Temples contained a central
icon showing Mithras slaying
a bull.
Figure 4. Sketch of select elements of main cult image from
The three sites share
Heddernheim, Germany. Notice Mithras slaying the bull and the
something with modern
Dioscuri (torchbearers) holding one torch up and one torch down. The
places of worship and
bull’s tail is branched to indicate the ears of grain which will sprout
celebration.
They are a
because of his shed blood. Mithras’ faithful dog is at the bull’s neck.
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complex mix of ideas and imagery from various places and cultures. They are very
much Celtic and yet contain lore common to other Indo-Europeans. Celtic languages
belong to the Indo-European linguistic family. I believe it is useful to look at other
members of that family to develop an understanding of ancient beliefs as relates to our
subject matter. Celtic names for god can be found in Sanskrit with similar definitions.
This may not be the best method of uncovering cultural concepts, but looking at
elements or patterns in one cognate culture to better understand modalities in another
can be helpful. This methodology has been employed by Proinsias Mac Cana
(1985:60).
Most evidence at the Anubis Caves, Crack Cave and the Sun Temple, points to a
Celtic origin, an ethnic connection. Some aspects can be associated with worship of
Celtic Apollo. Additionally, some imagery is known to be used by Mithraists. These last
two groups of evidence are religious in nature. Celtic Apollo is equated with Belenos
(Bright as fire) and with Grannos (Luminous) (Bonnefoy Vol.1, 1991:267). Apollo
Phoebus means Apollo the Brilliant. The Royal Irish Academy’s Dictionary, RIA, (Quinn
1983:158) equates Apollo with the sun god, Grian. Sir Monier-Williams (1899:816)
defines the sun god Mitra’s name as “friend or companion” and says he is listed among
the ten fires. He defines the sanskrit word, “Ghrini” as “a flame” and “the Sun” (MonierWilliams 1899:379). Listed among the ten forms or manifestations of fire is, “Surya (the
Sun) the fire of the heavenly sphere which illuminates the world, is known as the
celestial-fire...” (Danielou 1964:89). Cross connections can be seen among these
names by their definitions and similar spellings. A careful study of Danielou’s table
(1964:83) will demonstrate the parallels between the gods he describes and the names
for the Celtic gods as to attributes, and concepts of their functions. It will also reveal the
ruling gods of celestial fire, Surya, are Mitra and Varuna. The names Bel and Grian
appear several times at the three sites. Graves equates the names Beli, Belus and
Belenus all as the same sun god. The name Bel, which is associated with fire, appears
repeatedly in the Anubis Cave group, the Crack Cave and the Sun Temple. Grian (Sun)
is used at least twice in each of the first two locations. He further states, “...continental
Druidism... was respectable Belin, or Apollo, worship of the Celto-Thracian
type.” (1966:56-58,142).
Among the three sites the name Grian, referring to the sun or a sun god, appears
five times. The name Bel, referring to the sun god, appears five times. The name Sol,
referring to the sun or a sun god, appears once, inside a sun circle at the Sun Temple.
The repetition of the stroke sequences for Grian and Bel in proximity with the solar
alignments were noted by David H. Kelley as an important indicator of the presence of a
writing system (Kelley 1990:7). Lughnasa, the name of a Celtic holiday, appears once
at the Sun Temple. It contains the name of the sun god Lugh. All these sun gods are
connected to Celtic Apollo who in turn is synthesized with Mithras. “In the late third
century AD Aurelian revived the old cult of Sol Indiges as ‘Deus Sol Invictus’: a supreme
god who also synthesized Helios, Apollo, Mithras and all the Syrian Baals.” (Godwin
1981:39). For additional information on the syncretic use of names see Appendix C.
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The Differences:
The Roman God Mithras was worshipped first in India as the god Mitra (Danielou
1964:115; McGlone et al. 1993:170). He was worshipped in Mitanni (northwest
Mesopotamia) by King Saussatar (ca. 1450 BCE) (Barnett 1975:467) and more than a
thousand years later in Rome. The spelling of Mithras’ name and attributes evolved by
gaining or losing elements, but there are always clues that make him recognizable.
Some of the clues are attributes which remained essentially the same from his early
days in India to his demise in Rome. Two examples should be enough to show the
continuity of his attributes. The first, is a quote from the Rig Veda by J. Herbert in
“Hindu Mythology” cited by Dwardu Cardona (1983:5), ‘O Agni, when thou art born, thou
art Varuna; when thou art perfectly illumined thou dost become Mitra’. The Rig Veda is
thought to have its origin earlier than 1000 BCE. At this early date illumination is
already one of Mitra’s important characteristics, and his identification with Agni
associates him with fire. Secondly, Cardona says, “ One of the lesser known names of
Agni was Saptan-Amshuh, which means seven rays or beams of light.(33) A nearidentical name, Sapatan-Archis, which also translates as seven rays of light, is actually
one of the Indic names of Saturn. (34)”. Cooper identifies the Roman Mithras as Pater
and Saturn (1996:138). The identification of the Roman Mithras with the planet Saturn
reaches back nearly 1500 years prior to the last days of Mithraism. Refer to the section
on Mithras in Appendix B dealing with Mythology. The sun god of Anubis Cave 2
appears to have seven rays radiating from his crown.
Does the iconography of the Anubis Caves look like that of the majority of known
Old World Mithraea? No! The Anubis Caves are a blend of Mithraism and native Celtic
religion. That Celts blended Mithraism with their native religion is reported by Cumont
(1956:177), “In the region of the Rhine, the Celtic divinities were worshipped in the
crypts of the Persian god, [Mithras]...”. Walters (1974:49) adds, “...[Mithras] became
well established in some of the old sanctuaries of Gallic origin.” Godwin (1981:98) says,
“The divergence of symbolism from one Mithraeum to another is quite startling, and
scholars have admitted that the local artisans did not always understand what they were
depicting”. It is clear Celts felt no obligation to preserve the purity of Mithraic
convention, whatever that might be.
In ancient times modern-day Turkey was divided into various kingdoms. That
geographic region was known as Asia Minor or Anatolia. It was divided into the 10
kingdoms of Asia Minor Propria, Bithynia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, Galatia, Lycaonia, Lycia,
Pamphylia, Paphlagonia, and Pontus (Cumont 1956: Fold out titled, “Map showing the
Dissemination of the Mithraic Mysteries”). The inhabitants of Cilicia, and Galatia (also
known as Phrygia) are known to have practiced Mithraism (Leonard 2005:15; Cooper
1996:11). A third kingdom, Pontus, was ruled by a series of kings named Mithradates.
Their names mean “Given by Mithras”. It is hard to imagine that there would not be at
least one Mithraeum in Pontus. We know that the other two kingdoms contained
Mithraists because, Pompey led a military expedition against them and took captives,
from these groups, back to Rome. Mithraism was carried with them (Daniels 1975:251,
272). Cumont’s map only shows one Mithraeum in all of Asia Minor. It is in Cappadocia
and not in any of the three kingdoms which we would expect to have a high probability
of such a find. His map shows six or seven, “Monuments” in Asia Minor. There is one
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located in Pontus and one in Cilicia, but none in Galacia or Bythinia (on page 23 I
reference a more recent publication locating a Mithraeum in Galatia). If there were
Mithraea in these kingdoms we have no way of knowing what they looked like or what
iconography they contained. The absence of such artifacts is not too surprising
considering that many peoples and religions have occupied the area. In addition there
are always those who remove and reuse stones for their own habitations or other
building projects. Based on evidence already found in the Old World, it is acceptable to
define a trend for coeval Mithraea, but it is impossible to describe what is still in the
ground or no longer exists.
W. Lentz (1975:4) stated it was his belief, “...that there were Mithraea serving as
observatories according to the gnomon principle.” And, “Archaeologists and historians
of astronomy will find here a field for detailed observation of the timing of light beams
that may corroborate or refute our interpretations.” I believe these three sites have just
such observatories.
As to why all Mithraea don’t look identical, Richard Gordon (1994:115) says, “Local
jargon and local symbolism are both what we should expect of a syncretic cult in the
Roman Empire without institutional controls upon the scope and character of
innovation.” The task of understanding the meaning and origin of the inscriptions of our
study area is made more difficult by the mix of Celtic religious and Mithraic elements.
Celts are known for their skill at burying meanings.
Hidden Meanings:
Graves (1966:374) provides a glimpse at the desire of the old sages to hide
meanings, “But we should not look for only one or only two meanings of the syllable ur;
the more numerous the poetic meanings that could be concentrated in a sacred name,
the greater was its power.” David Ulansey (1989:26, 54) demonstrates Mithraic icons
double as star maps, and Graves (1996:165-195) shows Ogam letters have multiple
meanings. By the beginning of the Auraicept na n-eces’ compilation, in mid first
millenium CE, scholars said that Ogam “...should belong to the learned apart, to the
exclusion of rustics and herdsmen.” (Calder 1917:273). Malville (1998:9) reporting on
sun involvement with worship in India says, “There are many levels of meaning of the
Surya puja, depending upon local traditions and the perspectives of priests, architects,
and participants.” Surya is the sun and puja is individual worship involving external
ritual.
The Celtic practice of hiding meanings in their imagery and texts should not be
confused with the practice of other cultures who create new gods with attendant
imagery and lore to explain an attribute of an existing god. The first is an act of
occultation and the second is an act of manifestation. We will explore these practices,
but by their nature they are difficult to measure and analyze.
Walking Among the Stars:
Mithraism is an astral religion with seven grades through which its members could
be promoted. All grades were subject to the holder of the highest grade known as
Pater. The six lower grades were collectively known as syndexios (Gordon 1994:109).
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The grades are divided into two groups. The lower three grades are known as Servitors
and the upper four grades are referred to as Participants (Ferguson, 1970:112). The
seven grades which Mithraists must ascend here on earth correspond to the seven
planetary spheres their souls will ascend after death (Merkelbach 1992:708).
Roger Beck (1994:29) shares his insight into Mithraism saying, “Let us touch first
on the relevance of the soul’s celestial journey. Porphyry in De antro nympharum (ch.6)
tells us that what Mithraists (`Persians`) did in a Mithraeum was to `initiate the mystes
by leading him mystically (mystago-gountes) through the descent and return of souls`.”
A mystes is someone who is initiated into a mystery cult and vowed to keep silence.
Mithraists believed their souls descended to earth and returned to paradise via the Milky
Way (Ulansey 1989:86) while passing through the various spheres containing the
planets (Beck 1994:32). This tenet was held by many other religious groups. Some as
early as the sixth century BCE (Godwin 1981:36).
Ulansey (1989:26, 54) has demonstrated that the iconography of the main cult
image is understood to be a star map. The image of Mithras does double duty as the
constellation Perseus. The bull represents the constellation Taurus. The scorpion,
serpent and canine figures also represent constellations.
At Anubis Caves images engraved on cave walls are targets that mark alignments
on key calendar dates. The alignments suggest certain mythological events or concepts
by their imagery. There are symbols of Mithraic grades relating to planets and
constellations. Each image provides an opportunity for the new member of a grade to
learn about constellations and their myths as well as the meaning and character of the
associated planet. The myths explain how the universe functions and the important
place that Mithras occupies in it.
Because Mithraism is a mystery religion little is known about certain aspects of its
teachings, but by examination of ancient astronomy, myths, symbols, language and
history, it is possible to infer meanings which may have been attached to the Mithraic
grades. Looking at myths is a legitimate approach to understanding Mithraism as can
be seen by Vermaseren connecting Orphic mythology and Mithraism (1963:123-125).
When researching images at these sites I tried to consider the numerous myths and
religious tenets with similar Old World images in an effort to determine what teachings
may have been associated with them. Of course there is no way to know their full and
precise meanings with certainty, but perhaps insight can be obtained into what went on
at a gathering of Mithraists and more specifically at Anubis Caves. What is presented
here is a partial view of the results stemming from that examination. Cooper
(1996:144-153), Cumont (1956, 1960) and Ulansey (1989) among others we have
referenced should be consulted. The work of Kelley and Milone (2005), Exploring
Ancient Skies: An Encyclopedic Survey of Archaeoastronomy, is a must for anyone
interested in naked eye astronomy, mechanics, history and meaning.
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SOLAR ALIGNMENTS
Anubis Cave 3:
Events observed in this cave are related to daylight hours. Everything takes place
in sunlight. The equinox alignments at the Anubis Caves were created to operate in a
sequence containing repeated times. This suggests a connection with ritualistic events,
or to function as a portrayal of religious beliefs. The sequence of alignments begins in
this cave. Cave 3 appears to be intended more as a calendar regulator than are Cave 2
and Cave 1. Cave 3 does contain symbolic panels, but they are descriptive of important
dates. This is in contrast to Cave 2 whose panel is best described as portraying a story.
Near the floor of this cave is a scattering of stars, five of which are clearly defined
and another two are quite faint. On the north wall is a cluster of stars. Their number is
indeterminate, but appears to be about six or eight. There is some overlap and
additional lines making it difficult to determine what is intended. This group of marks is
positioned above an inscription which looks like it is in the Libyan or Numidian script.
Cave 2 has two, possibly three, inscriptions in this script. The south end of this cave
has a number of marks whose meaning and purpose have eluded me to date.
However, Fell tried to represent what is inscribed on the south end, but I disagree as to
the accuracy of his drawings (1985:53-54). As far as can be determined, the two
remaining panels are the most important.

Figure 5. The Six Months Ogam. The G-R-Ng is at the extreme left of the inscription. The crossed stemline
is near the center of the inscription. Near the top of the photo and slightly to the right is the 13 day vernier. Photo
by Bill McGlone.
Mechanism:
On the back wall of this sandstone shelter is an inscription which is sized and
positioned to be the central focus of this cave. It has been described by McGlone et al.
(1993:105-108, 149-152) and by Leonard and Barker (2005:4-18). It begins with the
Ogam letters G-R-Ng. These letters have been identified as the consonants of the
Celtic word Grian which is the word for the sun or the sun god (Quinn, 1983:370). This
inscription called The Six Months inscription is written in one of many varieties of Ogam.
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Figure 6. The Nose Pointer is on the stemline and the forehead is aligned with the first vertical mark of the
vernier. This shadow alignment indicates the day of the equinox. The forehead of the shadow moves over one
mark each day following the spring equinox and the reverse occurs for the fall equinox. Photo by Bill McGlone.
As McGlone et al. (1993:106-107) have reported, it has been read as, “The Sun six
months north, sinks south for space of months equal number”. This led to the discovery
that this locale is an equinox alignment site. The word Grian occurs five times in the
area of the three sites reported here, and the name B-L or Bel also occurs five times.
The practice of identifying gods, using multiple names, appears to be confusing. How
many gods are involved? Who are they? What are their attributes and how does that fit
with the site context? I hope to clarify all of these points.
The solar alignment includes the stemline of the Ogam inscription. This horizontal
line appears to be drawn as broken and overlapping in the center as reported by
McGlone et al (1993:106). However, another researcher, Phillip Tanner, suggested I
examine it and the Cave 5 inscription using a high intensity light. I found Cave 3’s
stemline is actually one long line with a shorter second line positioned above and to the
left of the previously described location of the overlapped stemline. It parallels the
longer stemline for about two inches as it traces to the right. The distance separating
the two lines is about 3/5 of an inch. It then turns downward and crosses the stemline
until it is about 3/5 of an inch below the stemline at which time it resumes its parallel
path to the right. About ten inches above this engraving is a pair of slightly curved,
nearly parallel lines. The space between the two arched lines contains a series of
vertical marks. Appearing like a slightly curved ladder lying on its side. This upper
construction of lines has been termed the vernier scale.
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The alignment indicating the arrival of equinox day is created by the sun shining on
a projection of rock, protruding from the roof, at the mouth of the shelter. The shadow
produced is in the shape of the profile of a man’s face. On the equinox, the protrusion
of this shadow which appears like a nose, in profile, called the “nose pointer”, moves
upward and to the right until it reaches the stemline. On the spring equinox the nose
intersects the stemline at the point of the apparent break and overlap. At this time the
“forehead” of the shadow profile falls along the vernier’s first vertical line at the left of the
series. On each successive day after the spring equinox the forehead shadow moves
over to the right, the distance of one line, counting 13 days. Iranian Mithraists refer to
this 13 day stretch as Seezdah Bedar translated as, “getting rid of 13”. Is this a
reference to doing away with the 13 month lunar calendar as discussed in the appendix
on Ogam? Additionally, it should be noted that by holding a 13 day observance it
honors or bestows importance upon the number 13 and whatever the 13 was
enumerating.
During the 13 days the position of the nose pointer also moves over to the right. Its
position, starting on the first day of the spring equinox and ending on the 13th day, is
bracketed by two vertical lines, each of which is inscribed deeper and wider than
adjacent lines. The shadow shape along the vernier by day thirteen has taken on the
shape and appearance of the alignment in the Crack Cave, consisting of light and
shadow falling on opposite sides of a curved line. This process of counting days is
reversed for the fall equinox.
During the days
preceding the fall equinox,
the forehead and nose
pointer move from right to
left. This process marks the
days before the fall equinox.
The line marking the seventh
day prior to the equinox is
longer than the others in the
series. This leaves the last
six marks before the fall
equinox set apart by size. In
September the six days up to
and including the equinox is,
in Iran, called Mihregan or
Mehrgan which is the name
of a Iranian celebration of
Mithras. Mihr is the name of
Figure 7. Thirteen sunsets after the spring equinox the forehead shadow Mithra in the Avesta.
The seventh mark may
reaches the 13th vernier mark and the shadow then follows the curve of
also memorialize the number
the vernier reproducing the appearance of the shadow in the Crack Cave.
seven which is important to
Notice the mark that is seventh from the left in the vernier. It is made
longer and deeper isolating the first six marks which will count the six days Apollo and many aspects of
of the festival of Mihregan in September. The Nose Pointer has reached Indo-European culture (Ashe
1992:67-88).
the right-hand side of the bracketing lines. Photo by Bill McGlone.
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Interpretation:
Is the image of a man’s face crossing a line on the equinox symbolic? The shadow
of the man’s face may have been intended to represent Mithras. Mithras as Kronos
was the god of time (Ulansey 1989:100). He counted or allotted the days, months and
years. The stemline overlaps at the point between where the inscription says, “six
months north”
and, “sinks south”, thus indicating a separation of the northern
hemisphere from the southern hemisphere and pointing with the nose pointer to the
moment when the sun moves between them.
Below the stemline of this inscription is another line which begins at the left
terminus of the stemline and gently curves downward. It then trails to the right in an
almost parallel manner producing the appearance of a ship. Green (1991:112) speaks
of Helios rising from the sea and his use of a boat for the evening ride back to sunrise.
We don’t know what the inscriber intended, but it can be speculated that the Nose
Pointer face of Cave 3 may have had this additional meaning.
Missing Section:
The stemline of the Six Months
inscription continues to the right beyond
the Ogam inscription.
Three widely
spaced Ogam-like marks can be seen
beginning and tracing downward into an
area where the sandstone has been lost
by extensive mechanical extraction.
There are close to two dozen marks in
three vertical columns which look like
chisel marks in the area which has
suffered the loss of stone.
Pillar:
Between Caves 3 and 2 there is
natural sandstone pillar. The Cave 3 side
of it faces in a northerly direction, and on Figure 8. The X shaped stem line, of the Six Months
it is an inscription which interacts with the inscription, can be seen in the highlighted area. This is
sun on the equinoxes to form an suggestive of the crossed line of the celestial equator and
alignment. “It consists of a drawing of plane of the ecliptic drawn on the orb held by ancient
what looks like an equal-arm, or double gods, e.g. Sol and Mithras.
pan, balance, plus 12 marks above it.
The six marks to the left are placed slightly lower than the six to the right. To the left of
the apparent balance is an oval with a diagonal line through it. At the equinox, the
setting sun shines on a natural stone pillar, creating three triangles of light. Two of
these are required to ascertain the proper time for reading the alignment. If the third
triangle has a function, other than mystical, we have yet to discover what it is. One
triangle above the balance, spreads across the six right-hand marks, which are indexed
upward. Within minutes, a second triangle of light forms on the left-hand portion of the
glyph near the oval containing a diagonal line. On the day of the equinox, that triangle’s
upper-right-hand corner is in alignment with, and touching, the diagonal bisecting line of
the oval..” (Leonard 2005:6- 7).
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Triangles:
Three triangles are formed by light and shadow on the pillar of Anubis Cave 3
(Balance Inscription). Triangles are sacred to Mithraists particularly in groups of three
(Lentz 1975:369). In a treatise on Mystery Religions, Merkelbach (1992:711) writes that
the cosmogony of Mithraism follows the ideas of Plato. Plato in his Timaeus
(1971:73-77) tells us the stable earth was represented by a cube, but less stable things
were made of triangles. The most basic form was composed of three triangles which
represented air, water and fire. The three things which are needed for life and of which
the cosmos is made. Reinhold Merkelbach (1992:711) says, “In the Hermetic treatises,
in the Chaldean Oracles, and in the little known writings of Mithraism, the cosmogony
was modeled after Plato’s Timaeus, and it always dealt with the creation of the soul and
with the soul’s subsequent fate.” Looking again toward India for similarities which might
further clarify or confirm our tentative conclusions we see Alain Danielou touches on this
very concept. Under the heading of, “Magic Diagrams” we find Danielou reports a
triangle pointing upward represents fire and its numerical symbol is the number three. A
triangle pointing down represents water (1964:352).

Figure 9. The Balance Inscription is located on the stone pillar between Cave 3 and Cave 2. At the top are 12
marks. Six are indexed up and six down tying the Balance inscription to the Six Months Ogam which refers to the
sun spending six months in the north and six months in the south. The light and shadow indicators are in alignment
with the Balance image on the equinox. On the equinox a triangle of light forms on the six marks indexed up, and
a triangle of light forms with its corner next to and in alignment with, the bisecting diagonal line. The oval is
indicated by the black arrow. The three triangles of light are indicated by the green arrows.
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Under the heading of “The Who and The Why” I have already demonstrated the
relationship of the names Apollo Phoebus, Bel, Grian Mithras, and their associations
with fire, brightness and the sun with the sun’s illuminating qualities.
A follower of Mithras saw significance in the sacredness of fire. Cumont
(1960:40-41), quoting Pliny, says, “ ‘Hipparchus will never receive all the praise he
deserves, since no one has better established the relationship between man and the
stars, or shown more clearly that our souls are particles of heavenly fire.’ ” In other
words the triangles on the pillar reminded them, among other things, of the stars and
their own souls. Cumont (1960:106) says, “But more often the priests professed to give
the soul a god to lead it on its perilous journey through the whirlwinds of air, water, and
fire to the starry heavens.” Observe all three of the perilous elements, through which
souls needed to navigate, were believed to be constructed of triangles.
Balance symbolism:
The six lines up and six lines down, of the Balance Inscription represent the months
the sun spends on either side of the equator. This concept is reinforced by the wording
and animated imagery of the Six Months Inscription on an adjacent wall.
Mithraism is a religion very conscious of the stars. Libra is a constellation with the
outline of a balance, or scales and was thought to be a symbol of the equinox and of
equal day and night. (Sesti 1991:373 & Allen 1963:270). Beck says it represented the
fall equinox (1994:30,32). A religious explanation for the balance imagery could include
Mithras who, in his role as Saturn, was expected to maintain the forces of the universe
in equilibrium.
How the Alignment Works:
This alignment takes place simultaneously with first alignment in Cave 2. I reported
earlier (Leonard 2005:6-7) as follows: “At the front of the cave there is a second
alignment. It consists of a drawing of what looks like an equal-arm balance, plus 12
marks above it. The six marks to the left are placed slightly lower than the six to the
right. To the left of the seeming balance is an oval with a diagonal line through it. At the
equinox, the setting sun shines on a natural stone pillar, creating three triangles of light.
Two of them are required to ascertain the proper time for reading the alignment. (If the
third triangle has a function, we have not yet discovered what it is.) One triangle above
the balance, spreads across the six right-hand marks, which are indexed upward.
Within minutes, a second triangle of light forms on the left-hand portion of the glyph
near the oval with the diagonal line. On the day of the equinox, the triangle’s upper
right-hand corner is in alignment with, and touching, the diagonal bisecting line of the
oval...” The six marks indexed up are bathed in a triangle of light. The day before the
equinox the two triangles of light identified as alignment indicators do not work together
and the day after the equinox they do not work together.
Time Sequence:
“There is a natural sequence in the directional movement from Cave 3 in the
afternoon, to Cave 2 around twilight, then to Cave 1 at night. There is also a series of
nearly duplicate time intervals between alignments. From the moment the shadow of
the Nose Pointer in Cave 3 strikes the stem line (sic), until the Balance Inscription
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alignment is complete, there is an elapsed time of 17 minutes (Leonard 2005:10)”.
There may be significance in that the Balance alignment and the first alignment of the
Silent Opera occur simultaneously.
Summary:
We have some understanding of two petroglyph panels in this rock shelter. The Six
Months Inscription represents the spring equinox. The fall equinox is represented by
the Balance Inscription. Mithras was worshiped as the ruler of the universe and
Mithraists believed he had the power to maintain equilibrium or balance of the stars and
planets. He controlled the annual cycle of the sun’s ascent and descent across the line
of the equinox.
Anubis Cave 2:
This cave, on a superficial level, portrays the sun’s movement through its cycle of
day to night and back to day. Cave 2 deals with sunset or the passing of the sun from
the control of the god of the day to the god of the night; and from events which take
place during the day to events which take place at night. It is this iconography with
double meaning portraying day-turning-to-night which leads to a deeper stratum of
stellar imagery. A starry field sheds greater light on the identities of the figures on the
panel referred to as Bel and Grian within the Anubis Cave complex.

Figure 10. Anubis Cave 2 Silent Opera panel. Photo by Bill McGlone.
Equinox Alignments:
The first alignment in this cave takes place simultaneously with the last alignment, in
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Figure 11. The raising of the “curtain” on the Silent Opera. The upper shadow in Anubis Cave 2 forms a
circuitous line to create the first alignment in the series of three to six alignments depending on how your wish to
count them. The Ogam on the left announces a warning not to divulge the panels meaning.
Cave 3, referred to as the “Balance Alignment” on the pillar, and provides a seamless
continuity of the equinox event. Two caves are utilized in displaying the pictorial story
line dubbed the “Silent Opera”.
The display in Cave 2 is the most complex. As two shadows separated by a wedge
of light move across an array of solar, human, animal, and geometric figures, they
create a series of four precise equinox alignments. The first alignment occurs
simultaneously with the Balance Alignment in Cave 3, described above. The final
alignment is formed at the moment of sunset.
Near sunset, on the northern end of Cave 2, an overhang of the rock roof and a
lower rock ledge form a wedge of light. The sunshine on these features, of the cave
entrance, casts a shadow on the back wall of the cave framing the carvings
sequentially. The shadow above the wedge of light produces the first alignment in Cave
2. The lower shadow has an upward bulge produced by a knob of rock on the ledge at
the cave entrance. The shadow of this knob has been termed the Thumb Pointer. It is
this protrusion of shadow which the creators of the petroglyphs used to indicate
additional alignments.
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Rising Sun:
The sun god in this cave is placed between two partial circles with sun rays. We
have termed them “The Rising Sun” on the left and “The Setting Sun” on the right. The
rationale for this is that as the wedge of light moves upward on the panel the first sunlike image to be lighted is the one on the left. The sun-like image on the right is then lit
near the time of sunset.
Like Mithras in the Old World the Anubis Cave’s god is set between an ascending
and descending light. As the goddesses Eos and Hesperus are often characterized by
the colors of dawn and dusk so are the rising and setting lights of the Dioscuri (see
Appendix B) which often decorate the panels of Mithraea (Vermaseren 1963:72). With
these sun figures mimicking the Dioscuri we can begin to acquire an understanding of
the panel’s imagery.
This initial alignment in Cave 2 is delineated by a shadow passing through a gap in
a line near a rising sun figure (see Figure 11). The shadow then extends from the
Rising Sun along a series of lines requiring the shadow to fit several angles until at last
it passes through the Setting Sun and its right-most point comes to two parallel lines
which are approximately one half inch apart and one inch long. Just below the left-most
part of the alignment’s shadow is a series of six Ogam strokes for G-S which can be
read as the Celtic word “Geis” defined as a solemn warning to not reveal the meaning of
the contents of the panel (Leonard, 2005:16).
The time lapsed from the start of the Silent Opera until the Thumb Pointer
completes its first alignment by passing through two corners of the cube is 17 minutes.
The time required for the Thumb Pointer to move from the top of the cube to fit within
the juncture of the Setting Sun and the Dangling Moon is 22 minutes. The duplication of
the first two times and the similarity of the third, suggests that the timing is deliberate.”
The time intervals in this cave combined with that of Cave 3 produces a time sequence
between events of 17 minutes, 17 minutes and 22 minutes.
At the moment of the initial Cave 2 alignment, described above, the left-hand
extreme of the upper shadow passes through a gap in a broken line. This appears to be
a variation of the technique used on the Six Months Inscription in Cave 3.
Mithraism is a religion with very strong ties to astronomy. In Cave 3, at the time of
the equinox, the nose pointer points to the spot where two lines meet. This can be
thought of as the two celestial lines in the sky, the celestial equator and the plane of the
ecliptic. Where these two lines meet is the point of the equinox. When the wedge of
sun light in Cave 2 rises to the point where two lines meet it announces the equinox.
Solar Apollo is illustrated by Ulansey (1989: 97) holding a globe with the celestial
equator and the plane of the ecliptic crossing one another. Mithras (Ulansey 1989:99) is
also figured holding a globe. Ulansey (1989:95-96) discusses the purpose of the globe,
in the hands of Mithras, in terms of the intersecting lines.
Sun God:
Some may believe any one of the elements of the various panels could be
attributed to some other origin, and dismissed one at a time. However, when taken as a
complex of cultural and religious modalities they increasingly point to a single origin as
each additional element is added to the mix. The origins and affiliations we propose are
to known beliefs and practices with, we believe, clear affinities. Besides looking at
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meanings and origins of words, names and myths et cetera it is important to look at
artistic style.
Edith Porada (1965:188), when discussing the artistic style by which Mithras is
portrayed in frontal view, expresses her belief that it may be a traditional style of the
Near East as opposed to the three quarter view of the Hellenistic style. She also
illustrates the Crown of Bahram I of Persia (274-277 CE), ornamented with sun rays
which she says were, “...taken from the radiance of Mithra, and several emblems which
have been ascribed to Anahita...” (1965:201). The sun god of Anubis Cave 2 is facing
fully to the front and wears a crown of rays.
Anthropomorphic
figures carved on the
rocks of North
America are very
common, but from
the evidence at our
sites I believe we are
dealing with Old
World art and Old
World writing. Many
others have also
come
to
that
conclusion (McGlone
et al. 1993; Kelley
1990; Buchanan
1991; Farley 1985;
Keeler
1985).
Examining this
Figure 12. Photo of a portion of a cast from the latex mold made by Gloria
material, in light of
Farley. Latex should never be used as it seriously damages rock art panels.
Porada’s statements,
is worthwhile.
Cumont (1956:7) Mithras occupies a place between Light and Darkness. The sun
god is in Anubis Cave 2, which is the cave occupied with the transition from light to
darkness. He stands at the point of twilight and is involved with alignments at sunset.
That he wears a rayed crown in place of a Phrygian cap is not surprising. Mithras was
pictured with a rayed crown on a Cilician Medallion (Cumont 1956:32). A second
century votive stele from Northumberland housed in the Newcastle-on-Tyne, Mueum of
Antiquities bears the name and image of Mithras with a staff and seven-rayed crown
(Godwin 1981:102). The stele has the same shape as the “altar” in Anubis Cave 2
located just below the setting sun. The sun god of Anubis Cave 2 holds a staff and is
wearing a short cape as can be seen even from a reduced size photo of the cast of the
panel made by Gloria Farley (McGlone et al. 1993, Color Plate VI, photo by the author)
[Include enlargement]. An image of Mithras can be seen wearing a similar short cape
which Godwin describes as the “...sun-charioteer type.” (1981:104).
J. McKim Malville has studied solar alignments in temples of India. He has
observed that the majority of the time, worshippers in the temples understand the
penetration of the sunlight into the sanctum of the god as the sun worshipping the god
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(1998:3). Ulansey (1989:104, 98) reports something quite similar is portrayed in some
Mithraea. The sun god Helios is shown kneeling before Mithras indicating he is paying
homage to
the greater god. This agrees with the concept observed by Malville and suggests that
the sun’s involvement at the three sites reported here is more of a joining with the
people in the worship of the god pictured on the rock. “At the time of Surya puja the sun
is in a direct line-of-sight with the god, Surya and Shiva are viewing each other, and
something powerful and mysterious is occurring at an entirely different level from that of
human experience. A living geometry is established wherein sight-lines connect
multiple realms of the universe: individual, temple, sun and god.” (Malville, 1998:7). We
don’t know how much this frame of mind was shared by their Indo-European cousins,
but if the closeness of the parallels in language, meanings, and mythology to India and
Old World Mithraism is any indication, it is quite possible that worshippers at the Anubis
Caves held a similar belief. This would make the sun not just a tool used to mark an
alignment, but an active participant, together with the people, in the worship of the god
on the rock, and effectively uniting and focusing the whole of the macrocosm in that
moment of worship.

Figure 13. As the shadowy knob moves toward the edge of the inscribed sun, located at the lower right of the
photo, The head of the sun god mimics the action of the real sun. As the orb of the real sun touches the mesa on
the horizon, the chin of the sun god touches the edge of the shadow. As the last ray of sun drops below the edge of
the mesa the head of the sun god is obscured. At the same time the shadow’s Thumb Pointer or knob fills the edge
of the inscribed sun at the moment of sunset. This only happens on the equinox.
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God’s head:
This figure is one of two dominating figures on the panel. He wears a rayed crown
and his crown not only is believed to be symbolic, but also functions as an illusion as
well. When discussing Mithraic icons used for special purposes, Lentz says that there
are a remarkable number of stones employing illumination techniques. He tells us,
“The preferred motifs are the radiated crown of Sol, the crescent, and Mithras emerging
from the rock.” (Lentz 1975:366). In Anubis Cave 2 illumination techniques involve the
head of Mithras and the crescent moon. As the lower shadow moves upward on this
panel it reaches a point where it arrives at the chin of this sun god. It produces an image
of a circular sun with sun rays emerging from it. In fact, it is a precise representation of
what the sun looks like on the horizon. When the lower edge of the real sun appears to
touch the top of the mesa to the west of the caves, the lower shadow just touches the
chin of the sun god. When the sun is half below the horizon and half above the mesa
then the shadow has obscured half of the head of the sun god. When the moment
arrives the last snippet of the sun drops below the horizon the uppermost bit of the sun
god’s head is at last obscured by the rising shadow reproducing the image of the setting
sun.
Phallus:
The phallus is drawn very much like an Egyptian style hieroglyph (Gardiner
1957:456). Native Americans are not known to depict it separated from a person. For a
few examples see Patterson (1992:154). In Egypt the phallus is used as a
determinative for the male, husband, or fatherhood and procreation (Gardner,
1957:456). In India the phallus symbolizes fatherhood or “God the Father” Danielou
(1964:24). Marija Gimbutas (1989:181, 232), dealing with images of a much earlier
age, describes the image of a phallus simply as a, “ ...fructifying force...” It is reasonable
to conclude that the phallus represents fatherhood at the Anubis Caves. The sun god of
Mithraism is called Pater or Father which fits well with the presence of a phallus next to
the sun god in Cave 2.
Cube:
After the Winter Solstice the
position of the sun shifts
northward until the Summer
Solstice when the process
reverses. This cycle can be
referred to as the waxing and
waning sun. Bel is the god of
the waxing sun (see Bel,
Appendix B).
His name
appears in the cube below the
line between the ascending and
descending suns. The cube is
in the position of the sun before
the spring equinox when it
Figure 14. Photo of a cast of the Cave 2 panel. The head and
neck of a horse-like creature over the sun which is in turn over an altar. travels north of the equator.
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The name Bel, and the position of the cube containing the name both indicate the
personage they label as the god of the waxing sun sitting on the line of the equinox.
As a star map the cube is superimposed over the Charioteer constellation. Is this
also an image of Perseus riding in his Chariot of the Sun?
The cube is thought to represent the earth according to Plato (1971:77) and
Danielou tells us in India the square represented the earth (1964:352). Thus the Anubis
Cave sun god rules over the earth and the shadow of the thumb pointer traces the path
from the earth (cube) to the guide of the souls (canine figure) who will take them back to
their place in the starry sky.
The concept of the cube and its association with the earth can be traced back to
Sumeria and the ark of Utnapishtim (de Santillana 1969:219). From this reference we
can see that it was also related to the world axis. The cube was closely tied to Saturn
and as an axis, we are told, it should be properly viewed as a cube sitting inside an
armillary sphere with its attendant equinoctial and solsticial colures. “The cube was
Saturn’s figure...” (de Santillana 1969: 222, 232-233). Again, the earth is referred to has
being square and having four points (de Santillana 1969:235). When we get to the
section on the seven grade symbols we will see the tie between the sun god, Mithras
and Saturn and their control of the rotation of the heavens.
Setting Sun:
The image of the
Setting Sun is the partner to
the Rising Sun. There is
often a light or torch on
either side of Mithras. The
light on the left refers to the
rising sun, light, spring
equinox, North and winter
solstice. The light or torch
on the right, represents
dark, setting sun, fall
equinox, South and
summer solstice (Ulansey,
1989:64-65). Mithras stands
between them on the line of
the celestial equator, as it
appeared a few thousand
years ago (Gordon
1975:232; Ulansey
1989:53).

Figure 15. At the moment of sunset. the Thumb Pointer slightly
overshoots the junction of the Setting Sun and the Dangling Moon, because
the moment of equinox was 14 hours previous. the head of the sun god is
just eclipsed and the Anubis figure is just now fully revealed. Photo by Bill
McGlone.

Altar:
In the center of the Setting Sun is the outline of the top and upper pedestal of an
altar. Gods are often illustrated standing around an altar (Ulansey, 1989:101, 104).
But, in one special case there is a horse associated with an altar.
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Horse:
One of Apollo’s descriptive names not mentioned yet is Apollo Belenus who was
widely revered in Gaul. There was a shrine to him in the region of Burgundy
(Green 1991:120). His solar aspect was confirmed by pilgrims offering figurines of
horses. In Persia the sun was referred to as “swift-horsed” (Green 1991:117). Gaul and
Persia were not the only places where the association of sun and horse was valued. As
we shall see the association was maintained along the trade route between Persia and
Europe where an enclave of Celts existed.
Clyde Keeler (Farley
1985:89) provided Gloria
Farley with a drawing of the
main panel in Anubis Cave 2.
Among the figures he showed
was a horse’s head and neck.
In a recent publication I
included a drawing, of that
panel, including what I believe
is the head and neck of a
horse. The horse’s neck is
bowed over an altar. The altar
is capped with part of the
setting sun (Leonard 2005:9).
Oikonomides discussed a
small bronze statue of Mithras
riding a horse. He identified
this as a replica of a larger work
on which an inscription on a
Roman coin was also based ca.
218 CE. He writes, “...the cointype helps us to identify the
location, by supplying the
information that in front of the
rider stood a flaming altar.” He
Figure 16. A. A sketch of the sun god, cube, head of a horse and
then identifies the coin art as
an altar. B. A bronze Roman Imperial coin. The bust is of
coming from “Greco-Roman
Alexander Severus (ca218 CE). The reverse of the coin shows Men- Trebizond, ...one of the most
Mithras riding a horse toward a flaming altar flanked by the Dioscuri. important cities of Pontos.” He
This latter scene commemorates the city of Trebizond.
concludes that if the small
bronze and the coin art were
both fashioned from the same larger work, then it indicates how important the original
must have been (1975:86-91). A drawing of the coin shows a horse and the sun god
Mithras as his rider (Fig. 16 B). The horse stands with his neck bowed over a flaming
altar. There is also a tree included in the composition with the two Dioscuri and a raven
overhead. This coin and similar coins are illustrated by Cumont (1956:18).
The coin commemorates a larger work of art centered on Mithras. Why was the
larger work of art important and what did it represent? The tree and the bird are
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symbolically as important as the horse and rider. In Hamlet’s Mill, we find the ash tree
Yggdrasil is the tree which reaches up to heaven and is known as the world pillar (de
Santillana 1969:223,233). Graves tells us Woden/Gwydion used the ash tree as his
steed (1966:168). It is around this world axis that the entire heaven rotates. Saturn/
Mithras is the governor of the axis and the heavens and it is this steed who carries him
round and round the heavens. It carries him in his daily and annual cycles represented
by the Dioscuri. The image of the bird is ill defined, but could be Mithras’ ubiquitous
raven or crow.

Figure 17. Map of the Roman Anatolia showing the city of Trebizond, second century CE. Frequent wars
and alliances redrew the borders of the many minor kingdoms shown here.
Once again referring to Graves, we find the Ogam letters and the associated trees
give us a clue regarding the identity of the tree on the coin. Graves identifies the crow
with Mercury and Mercury’s tree is the Hazel. However he proposes an alternative tree
for Mercury as being the ash tree. The RIA Dictionary tells us that the letter N, Nin, can
be defined as an ash tree (Quinn 1983:478). George Calder defines Nin as the son of
Bel (1917:372). The name Bel appears directly under the sun god of Anubis Cave 2
and his name is written in Libyan for all to read and understand. Mithraists did not hide
the name of the god they worshipped, only his teachings. Pater means father and he is
the father of all of the other Mithraists. It is the name of the seventh grade of Mithraism
and his planet is Saturn. Saturn/Mithras controls the world axis and its cycles. The
Dioscuri represent the cycles of the solstices and the equinoxes. These cycles are four
corners of the cubic world axis.
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If the work of Oikonomides carries over to the art work of the Anubis Caves these
two figures may provide the name of the port, or perhaps the region, from which the
New World artist came.
Trebizond was the home port for the Pontic fleet under Mithradates VI Eupater, and
was a major trading point on the road between Greece and Iraq. It was later annexed to
the Roman province of Galatia. A Mithraeum was found in the nearby town of Kizlara.
The importance of Mithraism, to the people of the area, can be seen by a series of local
kings assuming names containing the word Mithras.
Do ancient historians provide us with a single written explanation of the meaning of
the image on the coin? The answer is no. We do have the testimony of ancient and
modern scholars who tell us what the images mean when associated with Mithras. I
think it is worth noting here that Graves identifies the Paphlagonia-Pontus region of the
Black Sea coast as the most likely region for the origin of Ogam (1966:201). This
region includes Trebizond.
Crescent moon:
The crescent moon appears to have two functions as far as has been determined.
The first function is an index line for the Thumb Pointer shadow alignment. The second
is a symbol for the fifth grade of Mithraism.
Anubis:
Graves (Vol. 1, 1960:124) equates Anubis and Cerberus, and Anubis and Geese.
Geese also are known to lead the souls of the dead to their resting place (Sesti,
1991:324).
Anubis is pictured on a Gnostic amulet, (Budge, 1978:206) representing the Gnostic
concept of Anubis leading the souls of the dead along the path of the planets to the
Pleroma, or spiritual dwelling place of god, and not through the paths of the Egyptian
nether world, (Lurker, 1984:128-129 and Watterson, 1984:173-175). The canine figure
is shown wearing a Phrygian cap often worn by Mithras and others included in the
iconography of many Mithraea, The cap has been found on other gods such as, Attis,
Kabeiroi and the Dioscuri. She says it is an emblem of, “Supreme spiritual
attainment.” (Godwin, 1981:107).
Grian (Sun) is used at least twice in each of these locations. The Royal Irish
Academy’s Dictionary (Quinn 1983:158) equates Grian with Apollo. Apollo is associated
with Hermes. Apollo transformed himself into a wolf so he could couple with Cyrene, the
moon-nymphe (Sesti 1991:298). Wolfish Apollo (Apollo Lykeios) ate a bull at night and
is associated with Hermes a psychopomp, a guide of souls after death.
A Storyboard for an Enigma:
Perhaps the most important doctrine to Mithraists was that of souls descended to
earth by traveling down the Milky Way. After dwelling on earth they returned to the
heavens via the Milky Way. Souls descended from their origin near Pegasus past
Gemini to the cube-shaped earth. They purified themselves through observance of
Mithraic tenets and then moved on after death to the Milky Way at the point of
Sagittarius where they were led by a psychopomp to paradise within the square of
Pegasus.
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Symbols of grades.
Seven Grade Symbols will be covered under the heading of “Symbolism of the
Silent Opera.”
Map of constellations:
Canis Major:
Near the Orion figure is a canine
whose size, proportion, position and
orientation leads me to identify it as
Canis Major.
Buffalo:
This figure is to the left of all others
in Cave 2. Above it is an inscription Fell
(1985:55) read as (Al) debaran, “The
Follower”. However, this is the name of
only one star in the constellation
Taurus, the bull. Its tail has long bristles
drawn with emphasis. James George
Frazer in his well-known work The
Golden Bough, recorded “the virtue of
the corn-spirit” resides in the tail of the
bull.
Many illustrations of bulls in
Mithraea show the bull’s tail as
terminating in ears of grain.
A
reproduction of one of these images
was used by Ulansey (1989:7). The
long bristles can be seen growing from
the ears of wheat.

Figure 18. Photo of a portion of the Cave 2 cast. The
upper arrow points to the figure representing the constellation
Orion, and the lower arrow points to the head of Canis
Major. If multiple photos are viewed, with the camera flash
at various positions, the two figures can be seen with greater
clarity.

Ram:
Between the buffalo and Pegasus there is a glyph I believe represents the ram
Aries. He is back to back with the buffalo. Fell translated some marks above its head
as “One who goes first” (Fell 1985:55). He associated those marks as a label for what I
call Pegasus. There appears to be an old inscription above the ram, but it is difficult to
determine the original characters.
Pegasus:
The body of Pegasus is composed of four stars forming a square.
It is
approximately equidistant from either end of the river of stars at the apex of the Milky
Way. To the ancients this square comprised the boundaries of Paradise. Souls traveled
there after death if they were deemed worthy (Sesti, 1991:407, 434). This Pegasus has
a pair of parallel lines projecting from the back of his head. Allen tells us of another
Pegasus, “A coin of Panormus, the modern Palermo, has the Horse’s head with what
was probably intended for a dorsal plume.” (1963:323).
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Figure 19. Left side of Anubis Cave 2. From left to right the three upper arrows point to representations of
Taurus, Aries and Pegasus. The lower arrow points to the symbol for the constellation Gemini.
Gemini:
Below the figures of the ram and Pegasus is an inscription containing the symbol
for Gemini. According to Fell the inscription is in the Libyan script and refers to the
constellation Gemini (Fell 1985:49).
Libyan Inscription:
McGlone, et al (1993:147) reports the translation of the Libyan inscription on the
panel of the silent opera in Cave 2. It reads as, “Enact at Sunset the rites of Bel,
assembling at that hour in worship”. The translation was made by Barry Fell, (1985:50).
There is nothing in this or the other Libyan inscriptions which divulge Mithraic secrets.
SYMBOLISM AND THE SILENT OPERA
The Seven Grade Symbols:
Ulansey presents a case of Mithraists using iconography for instructional purposes
(1989:101). The syndexios were taken, by means of a series of experiences, doctrines
and images, through the ideal birth, life and death (Beck, 1994:29). Everything was
tuned to instruct them in proper attitudes and conduct both here on earth and when they
departed for their trip to paradise. They learned to examine their thoughts and actions
and bring them into conformance with the teachings of the cult.
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The days of the week and the celestial bodies representing each of the seven
grades of Mithraism are connected by an associated Ogam letter (Graves 1966:260;
Bayley 1997:211-229). Bayley provides the connection between the celestial body and
the name of the god it represents. Graves supplies the name of the celestial body and
adds the day of the week belonging to it as well as its Ogam letter and its tree. Not all
of the relationships have been presented here nor all of the names presented by Graves
and Bayley. The following is an attempt to apply to Mithraism and the study of the
Anubis Caves what has been learned regarding Ogam, mythology, religion and
astronomy. Since Mithraism was primarily an astral religion a great deal of attention is
given here to the astronomy and attendant lore.
Mithraic Grade Celestial body,
1. Corax
Mercury
2. Nymphus
Venus
3. Miles
Mars
4. Leo
Jupiter
5. Perses
Moon
6. Heliodromus Sun
7. Pater
Saturn

Day of Week,
Wednesday
Friday
Tuesday
Thursday
Monday
Sunday
Saturday

Ogam Letter,
C
Q
T
D
S
B
F

Tree of Letter
Hazel
Apple
Holly
Oak
Willow
Birch
Alder

1. Corax: (Raven)
Celestial body: Mercury - Hermes conductor of souls of the dead and a messenger. The
raven was sacred to Apollo and was also his messenger.
Symbols representing this grade:
Caduceus.
Raven’s head.
Cup.
Apollo sent his messenger the Raven to fetch water in a cup. The Raven allowed
himself to be distracted and asked a serpent to give him an alibi. Apollo saw through
his trick and turned the raven (Corvus) black and put him, the cup (Crater), and Hydra,
the serpent, in the sky. They are all there together (Sesti 1991:359). These three items
can be identified in the three symbols of Corax. The Raven, a symbol of the one who
should be a faithful servant. A cup as a reminder of the service he is to perform and the
caduceus teaches the use of snakes for healing, not for doing evil. Ravens serve the
sacred meal to the other members of their Mithraeum (Cooper 1996:117). Apollo was
the father of Asclepius by Coronis, which means Crow (Graves Vol. 1,1960:82)
When the soul of the Corax starts his mystical journey of ascent to the realm of the
stars, he passes the planet Mercury where he learns he must give up his desire for
wealth (Cumont 1960:108). Merkelbach adds, “The soul, in the course of its fall through
the planetary spheres, was thought to acquire the qualities of the planets: sloth from
Saturn, combativeness from Mars, lust for power from Jupiter, voluptuousness from
Venus, greed from Mercury. After death, when the soul returned to the fixed star, it
discarded these qualities, just as the mystes, in certain initiations, discarded his
everyday garment before entering the sacred place.” (1965:708).
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Mercury:
Cooper (1996:117) suggests
that the main purpose of the Corax (Raven
or Crow) was to serve the higher grades.
It is certain that Mercury is associated with
Ogma, Hermes and Apollo (see Appendix
C, Syncretic Names). All three are said to
have invented letters. The Hazel tree was
the tree of wisdom and eloquence (Graves
1966:182, 260).
This fits with the
inventors of letters. However, Graves also
lists the Ash tree as a possible alternative.
The Ash tree is associated with the third
lunar month and was used for rain-making
(Graves, 1960:38). The identification of
the raven with a cup to fetch water and the
association of the Ash tree with rainmaking may be more than a coincidence.
The letter which goes along with the Ash
tree is the letter N (Nin).
Calder
(1917:372) says Nin is the son of Bel, the Figure 20. An exploded drawing of the compact
god of the waxing sun. This establishes cluster of Mithraic grade symbols in Anubis Cave 2.
that one of the grades of Celtic Mithraism From top to bottom of the left side the figures represent
is linked to a tree and a letter. The letter is Leo (lion), Nymphus (bride) and Corax (raven). Miles
tied to the sun god Bel. Anubis Cave 2 (soldier) can be seen on the extreme right center.
contains the name Bel inside a cube just
below an illustration of the sun god
Mithras. Therefore Bel and Mithras are linked within the body of Celtic lore and at
Anubis Cave 2.
“Mercury was the celestial scribe and guardian of the files and records, ‘and he was
inventor of many arts, such as arithmetic and calculation and geometry and astronomy
and draughts and dice, but his great discovery was the use of letters,’ as Plato has it
(Phaedrus 274).” (de Santillana 1969:271). The first grade of Mithraism is repeatedly
associated with the beginning of letters, eloquence and wisdom. Literacy in Ogam may
have been among the first goals of the fledgling Mithraists. Water serving and acting as
messenger with the accompanying humility of serving others, seems to be important for
this beginner’s grade.
The crow was sacred to Lugh (Graves Vol. 2, 1960:144) who was associated with
the waning sun. He used a Raven as a watcher (Sesti 1991:391). Thus having the crow
or raven in common may be an indication that Bel and Lugh are two parts of a single
entity. The sun is thus represented as having two phases with Bel representing the
waxing phase and Lugh representing the waning phase.
2. Nymphus (Bride):
Celestial body: Venus the Roman Aphrodite whom the Greeks connected with Anahita,
Athena and Artemis, Goddesses of fertility and war. The bull was sacred to her. Leach
(1972:52).
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Symbols representing this grade:
Mirror.
Veil.
Lamp.
Nymphe is a term used for a girl from the time of betrothal until she is a young
bride. She is linked with Venus as her celestial body. The goddess Venus is well known
for a link to love as are Chi Nu and Eos both of whom were obsessed with love (Snow
2002:3 & 5). From this we can see the correspondence of Nymphus with the Great
Mother (see Appendix B). Another aspect of the Great Mother is Hera who was the
keeper of the keys to the nuptial chamber (Bonnefoy Vol. 1, 1991:396) Hera was
goddess of women and childbirth. She used Aphodite’s (the Roman Venus) girdle to
arouse her husband’s passion, (Leach 1972:491).
The image of the mirror speaks of self inspection leading to self-improvement. The
veil identifies the wearer as a modest nymphe. The lamp is a source of light and here
probably represents the inner light of wisdom and, perhaps, the light needed for
introspection using the mirror. To Venus the soul surrenders all of its amorous desires
on its way to paradise (Cumont 1960:108).
Venus: The Great Mother goddess, Queen of Heaven and Moon goddess. The
goddess Venus has many manifestations. As the Great Mother, she is represented in
the sky as the constellation Virgo and the planet Venus (Sesti 1991:476). The
constellation of Virgo is a solar aspect because it is part of the solar zodiac. Virgo is
also said to be the wife of Bel, (Allen 1963:463). This is another connection between
Mithraism and Bel.
The Great Mother’s manifestation as the planet Venus is two-part; first as the
Morning Star (Eos or Phosphorus) and second as the Evening Star (Hesperus) and wife
of Atlas (Leach 1972:495). The manifestations of the Great Mother are always
connected to the seasons and the calendar, (Sesti 1991:480). She is associated with
the triple goddess Hera. Hera is a tripartite goddess as Maiden, Matron and Widow
(Leach, 1972:491).
As the Moon Goddess, Venus is represented as the moon and among the stars by
the only three great female constellations figured in the night sky by the ancient IndoEuropeans. Those three constellations are Andromeda, Virgo and Cassiopeia, who
correspond to Persephone, Demeter and Hecate representing Maiden, Mature Woman
and Hag (Sesti 1991:291).
The Great Mother as Themis, mother of the Moerae (The Three Fates), was known
as the powerful Moera. The Moerae represent the three aspects of the moon. The first,
Clotho the Spinner (for connections to weaving see Snow, 2002:13); second, Lachesis,
the One Who Measures; and third, Atropos, She Who Cannot Be Avoided. She cuts the
thread of life. “The name Moira , which means phase, refers to the three phases of the
moon. The first, that of the new moon, was the virgin goddess of the spring or the first
period of the year. The second, the full moon, was the goddess of summer or the
second period of the year. The third, the waning moon, was the old goddess of autumn
or the last period of the year.” (Sesti 1991:478). The Three Fates are credited as having
invented the five vowels of the first alphabet and the consonants B and T. Palamedes is
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said to have invented the other 11 consonants, but Hermes “reduced these sounds to
characters.”(Graves Vol. 1,1960:182). The five vowels represent the two equinoxes and
the two solstices. The letters B and T represent the beginnings of the two halves of the
year marked by the solstices (Graves Vol. 1 1960:183-184).
As a type of Weaver Maid, Eos, who was known for her persistent attendance in
bed with her lover to the neglect of her weaving (Snow 2002:3 & 5; Leach 1972:491). It
can only be assumed that this grade must learn to not allow the desires of the flesh to
interfere with duties. She must learn to endure the mundane hardships of becoming a
good worker for, and faithful to, the one to whom she is betrothed, the Sun God. Her
connection to the Three Fates and the invention of the vowels suggests that this grade
had to learn the four cardinal positions of the sun during the solar year. Yet, the three
phases of the moon through the year speaks of the annual birth, flourishing and death
of the earth. The letters B and T refer to the two solstices. These are two more
important positions of the sun during its annual trek across the sky. That they were said
to be invented separately from the rest of the alphabet may indicate that they had an
earlier importance than did the equinoxes.
The layered meanings assigned to the planet/goddess Venus has provided a great
deal of possible instruction for the initiate to this grade.
Venus’ connection to Eos, the Dawn goddess, also connects the grade Nymphe to
the female constellation in Anubis Cave 1. Venus is linked to the Apple tree, one of the
seven chieftain trees (Graves 1966:202). There is a connection between the apple and
Venus, the Morning and Evening Stars. If an apple is cut through sideways, the core
will reveal a five pointed star equated with the Morning and Evening stars (Graves
1966:255, 268).
3. Miles (Soldier):
Celestial body: Mars: God of War, militating against evil.
Symbols representing this grade:
Lance.
Helmet.
Kit bag.
The Lance, Helmet and Kit bag are the equipment of soldiers. Vermaseren
(1963:177) refers to the kit bag as a heavy pack that the soldier carries during his long
march through life. So, the Mithraist must learn to do things here on earth in
preparation for the afterlife. To the planet Mars the soul surrenders its war-like
tendencies as it passes to the higher realms. (Cumont 1960:108; Beck 1994:29). Mars
gave his name to the month of March in which the spring equinox occurs.
Mars: Is associated with the summer and winter solstice, and is associated with the
Holly tree which is connected to twins, as Graves (1966:180) considers the letters T and
D as twins. As in the story of the Dioscuri, one lives and one dies. Graves said, the
letter D rules the waxing half of the year and the letter T rules the waning half. As we
shall see regarding grade 4, Jupiter, that holds true. This helps explain how Mars could
be associated with both the summer and winter solstices or the new birth of the sun, the
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peak of its strength, and the end of the solar year or its death. It fits with the
representations of the Dioscuri holding lights (torches). One of the twins holds his torch
in the upright position and the other holds his with the flame downward like ascending
and descending lights and connecting them to the sunrise and sunset and the annually
waxing and waning sun (Ulansey 1989:112-116).
4. Leo (Lion):
Celestial body: Jupiter(Zeus). The meaning of his name is connected with light. God of
Lightning. In his celestial aspect he presided over the change of seasons and a sky god
and protector of treaties as was Mithras (Leach 1972:563).
Symbols representing this grade:
Fire Shovel.
Thunderbolt.
Sistrum.
In Egypt Leo is illustrated as a lion standing on a serpent, representing the victory
of light over the serpent of darkness. The Leo constellation is located just above Hydra.
When Taurus marked the spring equinox, Leo marked the summer solstice, Scorpius
the Fall equinox and Aquarius the Winter Solstice (Sesti 1991:361). Leos wore red
robes (Cooper 1996:151). The fire shovel represents the Lion as the burner of incense
because he had his mortal parts burned and only the immortal parts remained. “The
Lions are united with Mithras and the Sun through fire (Vermaseren 1963:148-149). In
this Mithraic grade the soul learns to yield its ambitious dreams (Cumont 1960:108).
Jupiter: Jupiter is associated with the god Bel. We know Bel is equated with Belenos
and Belenos is Bran, the winter aspect of the sun god. Jupiter is linked to the letter D
which represents the waxing half of the year, which culminates with the summer solstice
(Bayley 1997:192, & Graves 1966:180). His tree is Oak, “...emblematic of a god whose
law runs both in Heaven and in the Underworld.” The oak tree identifies him with an
aspect of Hercules who became the guardian of the door of the gods. (Graves
1966:176-177).
There seems to be an emphasis in this grade upon spring and the newness of the
year with its waxing sun. This may indicate this grade had reached a point of significant
spiritual renewal. Leos were guardians of the Mithraeum.
5.
Perses: Son of Perseus and Andromeda/Persephone/Northern Crown/Moon
Goddess.
Celestial body: Moon
Symbols representing this grade:
Sword.
Crescent Moon and Star (A celestial body plus one star).
Sickle.
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The symbols of Perses reveal that even the most subtle details usually prove to be
intentional. The first four grades of Mithraism are associated with only one celestial
body. Perses is the first Mithraic grade to have two (Cooper 1996:114-116). Perses’
“Planet” is the moon, and he is suppose to wear a ”Crescent moon and star”. With
emphasis on the words “...and star”. Ulansey shows us how the bull and Mithras
figured in the main cult image are actually superimposed over their namesake
constellations (1989:39). Only grades six and seven hold a position worthy of being
included in the cult image where their image is superimposed over a constellation at the
Anubis Caves. Because grade five is awarded two celestial bodies it is clearly
separated from the lower grades. Thus grade five is a transition between the four lower
grades and the two ruling grades. Is the star next to the crescent moon representative
of Venus?
The morning bird or rooster is sacred to Athena, a Dawn Maid and goddess of
weaving. (Snow 2002:15). Cooper (1996:110) illustrates a rooster perched in front of
the moon goddess. Athena (Leach, 1972:88) is identifiable as Ushas whom Snow
(2002:5) tells us is a dawn goddess. The symbolism seems clear. The moon goddess
is also representative of a dawn goddess. Venus as the Morning Star is a Dawn
goddess.
The curved sword reveals there is a relationship between grade five and the
seventh grade of which one of his identities is Perseus, the father of Perses. The sickle
is thought by Cooper (1996:132-133) to represent that Perses was “Keeper of the
fruits”.
To the moon, the Mithraist’s soul yields his very vital energy (Cumont 1960:108).
Moon: The moon’s tree is the Willow which is sacred to Persephone and Hecate whom
Graves says are death aspects of the Triple Moon goddess. Bayley says the Celtic
moon goddess is associated with Corona Borealis (1997:213). The constellation
Corona Borealis is crescent-shaped like the moon.
6. Heliodromus: One who proceeds like the sun.
Celestial body: Sun (Plus a constellation representing him.)
Symbols representing this grade:
Torch.
Nimbus.
Whip.
Heliodromus’ name means “One who proceeds like the sun” (Gordon 1994:111).
His name identifies him as Helios-Sol, the deputy on earth. Like Anubis, the sun’s job
was escorting souls to the heavens. His whip is for urging on the horses towing the
solar chariot (Cumont 1960:106). Twice, Vermaseren describes images of Heliodromus
in Old World Mithraea. Both times he said the images are to the right of the panel just
as the the flail bearer is at the Anubis Caves (Vermaseren 151:152).
Perhaps the Anubis Cave Mithras doesn’t have a Phrygian cap because the
designers wanted to put one on the canine figure, and if they put one on both, viewers
might confuse them with the Dioscuri. Trying to carve a rayed crown and a Phrygian
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cap on the same small head in sandstone may have been too difficult. The Phrygian
cap may have inspired the white Crown of Osiris, (Godwin 1981:107)
Sun: The sun is associated with both Bel and Lugh. Bel is the waxing sun and Lugh is
the waning sun (Graves Vol. 1 1960:117). Thus we have Beltaine during the first half of
the year and Lughnasa during the last half. Its tree letter is B for Birch which was used
to drive away the old year and begin the first month of the new (Graves 1966:166).
Varuna has long been an associate with Mitra. “His eye shared with Mitra is the
sun.” (Danielou 1964:120). Leach tells us he has “...dominion over the waters and rule
of the west.” (1972:1155). At Anubis Cave 2 Mithras stands on the left nearest the rising
sun and is labeled with the name Bel which is associated with the rising ascendant sun.
Anubis/Varuna/Heliodromas is on the right nearest the setting sun which sets in the
west where he has the rule. “His city, the most beautiful in the world, is called StarryNight...” (Danielou 1964:120). Varuna rides a sea monster which in India is thought to
be located at the constellation Capricorn (Leach 1972:666). Following Ulansey’s
placement of constellations in the main cult image of Mithraism the Anubis of the Cave 2
would be in the area of the celestial sea monster Cetus.
The sixth grade of Mithraism shares characteristics with Mithras just as Mitra and
Varuna shared elements even to their common eye, the sun, and a solar chariot. The
sun was believed by Mithraists to guide the souls on the journey to their eternal home.
Upon passing the sun on its ascent to paradise, the soul yields his intellectual capacities
(Cumont 1960:108). Anubis is known to be a guide to departed souls. The flail is
known as the instrument with which the solar chariot is driven and which is often seen
with Anubis. Mithras is often seen in the company of his faithful canine companion
(Ferguson 1970:47).
Varuna’s name has apparently disappeared over time, but his identifying
features remain under a new title.
7. Pater/Mithras:
Celestial body: Saturn (Plus a constellation).
Symbols representing this grade:
Sword.
Phrygian cap.
Staff/ring.
Pater’s celestial body was Saturn. Saturn, as de Santillana in Hamlet’s Mill points
out, is the “genie of the pivot” (1983:136). Mithraist believed Pater/Saturn was the
power that caused the stars to traverse the sky. Ulansey says, “...Saturn represents
the force responsible for the cycles of time and the seasons.” (1989:75). The seventh
grade of Mithraism, known as Pater, is the Father of the other Mithraists in much the
same way as the Pope, or Papa, is father of Catholics.
Saturn: Saturn’s tree is the alder. The alder is also known as the tree of Bran (Graves:
1966:169). “But principally the alder is the tree of fire, the power of fire to free the earth
from water; and the alder-branch by which Bran was recognized at the Cad Goddeu [an
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ancient Welsh myth] is a token of resurrection...” (Graves 1966:171). Graves connects
the alder to the Milky Way, the path of souls to and from the earth, which is controlled by
Mithras (1966:170-171). Bran represents the winter, waxing aspect of the sun god
(Bayley 1997:62). Graves says that the Bran tree marks the beginning of the solar year
(1966: 244). Leach (1972:161) tells us Bran was at the Court of Don (Sheela-na-gig or
Cassiopeia, Bayley, 1997:50). This reference to Bran as being near Cassiopeia likely
refers to his position as the “Genie of the pivot” or axis of the sky. Babylonians called
Saturn the “planet of the Sun” and “Sun of the night.” (Cumont 1960:28).
Bran is linked to Orpheus (Graves 1966:258). Orpheus is linked to the Milky Way
by Sesti who reports that some authors feel that the constellation Cygnus, which sits
inside the Milky Way, is dedicated to Orpheus (1991:323). He refers to Orpheus as a
sun god and Eurydice as the goddess of dawn and dusk. The two of them are in a
struggle against the serpent of darkness (Sesti 1991:380-381). Eurydice has been
identified with the constellation Lyra which is linked both with Orpheus’ lyre and a
Weaver Maid who weaves a colored cloth. She casts it over the sky to create the colors
of dawn and dusk like Usas the Vedic goddess of dawn (Snow 2002:15, 22-24).
It was important for Mithraists to learn the spiritual nature of the planets. To
complete his journey toward final and complete surrender to his lord, having yielded all
else, the soul learns to yield his slothful tendencies to the planet Saturn (Cumont
1960:108).
The men on the ladder of the seven grades of Mithraism learned morality, self
discipline and determinaton to achieve a desired outcome in their spiritual future. The
desired spiritual and moral traits were identified by learning about the celestial bodies
important to their cult. Their lives were dedicated not to earthy recognition and
achievement, but for submission and obedience to their god and his teachings. They
looked for rewards not on earth, but in the afterlife. That reward was a place among the
stars with Mithras.
Sheela-na-gig:
From ancient times there have been images of the Great Mother goddess in a
squatting or frog-like position (Gimbutas 1991:224, 1989:255). The Celts of the British

Figure 21. Left Photo: Sheel-na-gig figure from National Museum of Ireland. Photo by Phillip M. Leonard.
Right Photo: The Cave 2 Great Mother figure often referred to as Sheela-na-gig. Photo by Bill McGlone.
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Isles call this manifestation of her, Sheela-na-gig. In Anubis Cave 2 there is a figure
which has been termed Sheela-na-gig (McGlone et al. 1993:154-155). This author
understands that its inscribers may not have thought of it by the name of Sheela-na-gig,
but the likeness is so similar that previous authors have chosen to give it that name.
Bayley associates her with Cassiopeia, then tells us that Cassiopeia has three aspects:
Maiden, Nymph and Crone (1997:43,49). The Great Mother’s mythology supports the
triple goddess concept and ties her to Mithraism. See Appendix B.
Summary:
Cave 2 is part of the
17-17-22 minutes timed
alignments sequence on
the equinox, but there is a
storyboard in this cave
whose story begins before
the equinox alignments
reach it. The storyboard
sequence and other figures
need not be tied to the
equinoxes. They could be
utilized as instructional
material during meetings on
other occasions to explain
the progress of the soul
along its journey through
birth, life and death. The
shadow play on the Figure 22. Anubis Cave 2 panel with an overlay of the corresponding
storyboard figures could be constellations. The sun god is known to be associated with Perseus.
explained to those in a Beneath him is Auriga. In the center is Taurus above Orion. The Anubis
grade who would be entitled figure is in the location of Cetus. © MMV TransVision Corp.
to the information.
The
Cave 3 and Cave 2 equinox sequence is more of a calendrical observance, or worship,
with symbols descriptive of the event and its significance. There are carved figures for
each of the grades of Mithraism on the same panel as other Mithraic figures. The
florescense of celestial imagery on this panel may be intended to indicate Mithras is lord
of the world (Ulansey 1989:98).
Cave 1:
On the east wall of Cave 1 are five figures carved about five feet above the cave
floor. The form of the three figures on the right led us to conclude they are images of
constellations. Cave 1 constellations on the east wall all have a mythological
connection with Mithras. Nearly 2000 years ago these constellations set in the western
sky, during the first hours following sunset, around the autumnal equinox. They rose in
the eastern sky, during the first hours after sunset, around the time of the spring
equinox. Someone looking at the sky from Cave 1, following sunset, would have seen
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them set in the autumn. In
order from right to left they are
Boötes, Corona Borealis,
Serpens Caput, Hercules, and
a female figure composed of a
combination of Lyra, Aquila and
Cygnus. See Weaver Maid in
Appendix B.
Boötes:
Sesti (1991: 262) says that
Boötes also is known as Atlas
and that he has in times past
been figured as kneeling while
holding up the sky on his
shoulders. He holds it in the Figure 23. Top: Photo of five constellations in Anubis Cave 1.
area which used to contain the Bottom: Tracing of the star patterns showing the correspondence
old North Pole. As Atlas he with the constellations as labeled. Graphic © MMV TransVision.
was known as the ruler of the Background and stars in lower image courtesy of Starrynight and
cosmos. Mithras is pictured as Imaginova.
Atlas and is considered ruler of
the cosmos (Ulansey
1989:96-98). In Cave 2 Mithras is carved with his hands raised. This could be another
way of depicting him as Atlas holding up the sky.
Corona Borealis:
Corona Borealis means Northern Crown. The name Persephone also means
Northern Crown. Persephone is a Moon Goddess and the origin of her name predates
the Greeks and goes back to early Mesopotamia. Beside being a Moon Goddess she is
also represented in the sky by the constellation Andromeda (Sesti 1991:311). Perseus/
Mithras married Andromeda and fathered Perses by her (Sesti 1991:420).
It is possible that the crescent shape of this constellation may have a second
meaning. Its name refers to a moon goddess and has the shape of a crescent moon.
Serpens Caput:
Serpens Caput is part of a combination of astral figures. Ophiuchus holds the
constellation Serpens of which Serpens Caput is the end of that snake with the head
(Sesti 1991:391). Graves reveals the image of Ophiuchus is in fact that of the healing
Asclepius holding a curative snake. It is Asclepius who is said to have raised King
Tyndareus from the dead, father of at least one of the Gemini twins. Apollo was the
father of Asclepius (Vol. 1, 1960:175). See Appendix B for the connection between
Apollo and Mithras.
Heracles/Hercules:
Zeus fathered Heracles by Alcmene the wife of Amphitryon (Graves Vol. 2, 1960:
85-86). Heracles was born on the spring equinox at the time of the new sun, (Sesti
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1991:351). Perseus was known as the new sun of spring (Sesti 1991: 221). He was
often aided by Athena the Moon Goddess during his many labors. Zeus promised
Heracles he could rule the House of Perseus, (Graves Vol. 2,1960:86).
Sesti says Hercules is Ruler of the Zodiac as was Mithras (1991: 351). He kills a
bull and conquers Cerberus the dog of Hades. Cerberus and Anubis were both dogs
connected with the dead (Graves Vol. 2, 1966:154). Hercules is the Babylonian
Marduk, whose predecessor was Bel, (Graves, Vol. 1, 1960:244).
Mother Goddess:
The Great Mother Goddess is known by a
number of names, and she has been known in
some form world wide. The identification of the
female figure in Cave 1 came to us in a very
circuitous way. Initially we learned of a Chinese
constellation known as Weaver Maid, or Chi Nu
(McGlone et al. 1993:163). The works of
Mallory and Mair (2000) and Snow (2002) were
quite helpful in understanding much of her story.
In her work Snow (2002) traces the threads
tying the Chinese & Indo-European goddesses
of the dawn and weaving with her starry
embodiments in the constellations Lyra, Aquila
and Cygnus. The goddess’ lore placing them
among the stars, the associated myths
regarding their activities and even the meanings
of their names link them together.
The Chinese Weaver Maid, Chi Nu, is
represented in the sky by the star Vega of the
constellation Lyra. Her lover is an Oxherd
located at Aquila with the Milky Way between
them. Chi Nu is a goddess of light and she Figure 24. Akahita/Anahita as one devotee
harmonizes the forces of night and day. She wished to represent her ca 2000 BCE. From the
weaves the colors of the sky and star patterns. Ashkabad Museum of History. © Ida Jane
That is to say she weaves a cloth with many Gallagher.
colors and asterisms which she drapes across
the sky (Snow 2002:3, 12, 37). A Chinese poet writes of the wonders of the Milky Way
and refers to Chi Nu as made of rosy dawn-light, dimpled with stars (Snow 2002:24).
Like the goddess Hera (Leach 1972:491) she is considered the, “...patroness of
marriage, typifying the unending longing of love.” (Snow 2002:6). She is also equated
with Eos and Aurora (Snow 2002:3).
Eos is the goddess of Dawn and the mother of the winds which are beneficial to
man (Bonnefoy Vol. 1,1991:510). She is also known as Aurora sister of Helios (sun)
and Selene (moon) “...lover of many handsome men” (Leach 1972:345). Eos was
portrayed as, “The rosy-fingered dawn, who at the close of each night appeared in her
golden chariot to proclaim the coming of her brother Helios, the sun.”, (Eliot 1976:72).
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There are several similarities among Chi
Nu, the Chinese Weaver Maid, and the IndoEuropean weaver goddesses Athena, Eos,
Aurora, Penelope and Arachne. These links
can be described as spiders, weaving, the
dawn and reluctance to leave her bed (Snow
2002:3).
Orpheus plays a mesmerizing song on
his lyre and so does Finnish Vainamoinen,
who as a boy was a herdsman (Snow
2002:18).
When Paivatar hears
Vainamoinen she drops her weaver’s shuttle
as does sun spirit and moon spirit. The
same lyre is used by Apollo and Orpheus.
After Orpheus’ death his lyre was placed in
the sky as Lyra (Sesti 1991:382). The
important links here are between Orpheus, a
lyre and weavers. Cygnus is a constellation
adjacent to the lyre.
Cygnus can be seen clearly as a
Northern Cross within the Milky Way.
Figure 25. Modern figurine of “The Milky
Cygnus was friend to Phaethon (meaning
Way”. How similar the imagery is to the Great
“The shining one”, “An epithet of the sun”,
Mother Goddess located adjacent to the Milky Way
Lewis, 1984:1366) who drove the solar
in the constellation Lyra with the bright star Vega?
chariot of this father Helios and fell into the
river Eridanus and drowned. His sisters wept
so much they were turned into trees. Cygnus looked for his friend until he was turned
into a swan and placed in the sky (Sesti 1991:324). Graves says (Vol. 1, 1960:299)
Eos, (“the dawn”, Lewis 1984:649) was the mother of Phaethon, and some say of
Cygnus. The swan constellation also has been identified as one of the magpies in the
story of Chi Nu the Weaver Maiden (Leach 1972:271-272 and 861-862).
Cygnus was the son of Apollo (Graves Vol.2 1960:105) and was considered to be
Orpheus who, after his death, was place in the Milky Way as the constellation Cygnus
next to his prized lyre. (Allen 1963:193). Cygnus has early origins as far away as
Mesopotamia. There the constellation was the “Bird of the Forest. The constellation
Cygnus is dedicated to Orpheus and is located in the sky next to the constellation Lyra,
his lyre. Orpheus’ trip to the nether world to retrieve Eurydice is associated with a
sacrificial serpent, a swan, and a harp. Next to the constellation of the swan is Draco
the serpent and Lyra (Sesti 1991:323).
Graves says, “The name implied that swans conveyed these royal souls to the
Northern Paradise” (Vol. 2,1960:294). Bayley tells us that swans and geese move north
about the time of the spring equinox and are supposed to guide the souls of the dead
northward to their resting place (1997:62-64). The association of swans with souls of
the dead fits well with the swan Cygnus in the Milky Way. This presents a clear image
of a mythical being leading souls as they ascend and descend the heavenly highway.
This is an important tenet of Mithraism.
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Athena of Ilium is associated with Anahita (Leach 1972:52). Anahita is linked with
Mithras and has been identified with the planet Venus, (Leach 1972:52). R. D. Barnett
(1975:468) identifies Anahita as an associate of Mithras on an ancient seal. William W.
Malandra (1992:126) tells us her full name is Ardvi Sura Anahita and that it is the Iranian
name for the Heavenly River Goddess. The heavenly river is the Milky Way. In Anubis
Cave 1 her engraved image is believed to span the Heavenly River called the Milky Way
- from Lyra to Aquila, the same constellations associated with the Chi Nu and Oxherd
figures.
Giorgio de Santillana (1969:295) refers to a “Mother Scorpion dwelling at one end
of the Milky Way, who receives souls of the newly deceased”. The Great Mother is
mother of the Three Fates one of whom is Clotho the spinner, another is Lachesis who
measures, and the third, Atropos, who cuts the thread of life sending souls on their way.
Summary:
I now have a better understanding of the enigmatic Chi Nu first reported in 1993
(McGlone et al. 1993:163). She is primarily an Indo-European goddess encompassing
multiple manifestations of the Great Mother. Her reluctance to leave her bed and lover
connects her with fertility and power to give strength to the souls with whom she comes
in contact. The aspects of the Three Fates go beyond her providing color to the sunrise
and sunset like Eos or Hesperus who announce the arrival or departure of the sun.
They identify The Great Mother as the power who spins the thread of life, measures it
out and then cuts it placing another soul on the Milky Way. The swan or goose next to
her represents the guide of the souls along their Milky Way journey. She is the wife of
Bel. This constellation would hold a great deal of interest for people concerned with the
celestial road traveled by souls.
The initiates of Mithraism could learn the mysteries appropriate to their grades.
When they viewed the figures in Cave 1, they only would see it in terms of what they
had been taught. As they ascended through the grades, they would come to know the
Great Mother in the fullness of her mystical glory.
Cave 4:
This cave contains the greatest number of Ogam-like markings of all three sites.
Among the markings in this cave appear the names of Bel and Grian. This group of
markings will require a great deal of work to properly transcribe and translate. There is
what appears to be a natural seat rising from the cave floor.
Cave 5:
Cave 5 has a number of carvings within it. How many of these may be associated
with the creators of the panels in Caves 1-4 is difficult to determine. One set of
markings in Cave 5 is clearly associated with them however, as Scott Monahan reported
(1986:157-159). The inscription consists of a set of vertical lines with a horizontal
stemline through them. The stemline actually has another line which, like the stemline
in Cave 3, runs parallel to the stemline then crosses it and parallels it again. The
translation of the marks offered by Barry Fell reads, “ In the month of June reaches, the
illumination this far out.” (Monahan 1986:158). This translation, predicting an alignment,
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is fulfilled on the summer solstice. The shadow cast by the side of the cave reaches the
last line of the inscription just as the last ray of sun dips below the horizon.

Figure 26. Left: Anubis Cave 5 summer solstice indicator at the moment of sunset. The shadow just reaches
the last mark to the right. Right: The compass on the rock floor of Cave 5. the blue lines indicate 23 ½༠ either
side of true north.
On the floor of the cave is a four-bar star-like carving. Rollin Gillespie (Gillespie et
al. 1985:42-43) treats it as an eight-point compass giving Anubis Cave 5 the additional
title of “The Compass Cave.” Rollin believes one bar of the compass points to the
position on the horizon where the sun sets on the summer solstice. He also suggests
the compass indicates the the path of the sun across the sky on the day of the summer
solstice and the pole of the ecliptic. This would be in keeping with the crossed
stemlines in the summer solstice inscription, on the cave wall above the compass, the
Six Months inscription of Cave 3 as well as the intersecting stemline segments in the
Crack Cave. There are known depictions of sun gods holding spheres with the celestial
equator and ecliptic indicated (Ulansey 1989:97; Cooper 1996:96).
The Sun Temple:
The site called the Sun Temple is
located in southeastern Colorado on
private property. This site contains an
Ogam inscription describing a solar
alignment. This solar event doesn’t
utilize light and shadow on a target, but
involves the observer placing his head
within a target petroglyph and
observing the sun directly.
The writing which brought attention
to the alignment is about 20 feet above
ground level on a vertical surface. The
alignment was discovered only after
reading the inscription. The writing Figure 27. Tree Ogam at the Sun Temple. The white
predicted the alignment, and the lines are overlays of the Ogam strokes. Below is the
translation of the Celtic inscription. ©MMV TransVision.
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alignment tends to confirm the
reading of the inscription. Solar
events at all three of the sites
were found only after reading
the inscriptions.
The Sun
Temple alignment takes place
on the cross-quarter days in
May and August. The August
cross-quarter day is thought to
be the primary day of reference
as there is another inscription
at this location that mentions
the Celtic festival of Lughnasa
which occurs at that time
(McGlone et al. 1993:193).
There is an Ogam
inscription describing the
alignment, a circle containing
the Ogam letters S-L spelling
Sol or sun, and a carving of the
constellation Gemini with three
planets superimposed over it.
The planets are Saturn, Jupiter
and Venus. The petroglyph of
Gemini has an accompanying
Ogam inscription which can be
read as “Noble Twins”.
This
configuration of planets and
constellation is unique to Figure 28. Top: The ring of the sun and the place where the
Lughnasa 471 CE. The name observer places his head to observe the cross-quarter day sunrise.
of Bel is mentioned twice in the Bottom: A photograph of sunrise on the cross-quarter day in
August. Photos by Bill McGlone.
associated Tree Ogam.
“The Mithraists shared, and
may have helped to pioneer, the doctrine that souls enter the world through a gate
located at the summer solstice in Cancer and leave through another gate at the
diametrically opposite point on the celestial sphere, the winter solstice in Capricorn. In
Porphyry’s De antro (21-24) this doctrine is inextricably linked with another concerning
the cosmic setting of Mithras at the other pair of cardinal points on the ecliptic, the
equinoxes. It is surely from his proper seat at the equinoxes’ (24) that Mithras regulates
the twin processes of descent and ascent, of genesis and apogenesis, which begin and
end at the gates of the solstices. Mithras’ agents at the gates - or his polarized avatars?
- are the torchbearers Cautopates (descent) and Cautes (ascent).” (Beck 1994:30).
Cautes and Cautopates were known as the Dioscuri in Rome (Beck 1994:33 &33n).
Allen also records the constellation Gemini was thought to be the Dioscuri (1963:223).
At the date of 471 CE the Gemini twins had their feet firmly planted in the Milky Way
and still do. They were considered to be guardians of the summer solstice gate.
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Mithraists thought the planets represented the seven grades of Mithraism and the
spiritual faults which each
grade needed to overcome.
Saturn corresponded with
Mithras or the grade of Pater,
and Jupiter corresponded with
the grade of Leo.
When
Mithraists observed the planets
Saturn (Mithras), Jupiter (Leo)
and Venus (Anahita) passing
through the constellation
Gemini it must have had
considerable significance to
them. Perhaps, they perceived
it as Mithras, the Father and
Anahita, the Great Mother
together with Jupiter, an
underling, descending to earth.
Giorgio de Santillana
points out that the presence of
Saturn and Jupiter together in
a constellation was known to
have special importance for at
least the last 2000 years. It is
part of the process by which
Saturn gives the “measure of
the cosmos” through the “Great
Conjunction”.
A method of
observation termed The Trigon
of Great Conjunctions was
used to determine the speed of Figure 29. Top: Photo of Noble Twins inscription at the Sun
the precession of the equinox Temple. Middle: Overlay of constellation Gemini and the three
(de Santillana 1969:136, 268). planets visible just before sunrise Aug. 8, 471 CE. Bottom:
The astronomer Anthony Aveni, Computer generated image of eastern sky Aug. 8, 471 CE. Top photo
attributes this system of by Bill McGlone. Bottom two graphics © MMV Transvision. Lower
celestial measurement to the most Gemini constellation created by DigiStar, Evans & Sutherland
Persians (1994:152).
Digital Theater, Utah, www.es.com/dt.
Crack Cave:
The Crack Cave is located on public land in southeastern Colorado in a place called
Picture Canyon. The cave faces east and the entrance, now barred by a steel gate, is
narrow enough that most people have to stoop and partly turn sideways to navigate the
opening. About fifteen to twenty feet past the entrance the cave opens up into a space
with room enough for three or four adults. On three sides of the room there is Ogam
writing. Translations of inscriptions located on the north and west end of the south walls
are most certain. On the south wall is a clear carving of G-R-IA-Ng representing the
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Celtic word Grian. The IA is
represented with a rare
example of the Ogam
diphthong drawn as \ . See
Appendix A for an explanation
of the Ogam diphthong
variant.
On the north wall is the
Ogam inscription which tells of
the equinox alignment
contained in the cave. The
inscription reads as, “Strikes
here on the day of Bel” (the
equinox). That it referred to
the sun striking that spot was
understood by the carving of a
set of sun rays in a semicircular display.
The sun penetrates the
cave on the equinoxes and
two other days adjacent to the
equinoxes.
On the two
adjacent days the sun strikes
a small portion of the carving.
Only on the equinox does the
sun fill the area of the carving,
and then it does so with
precision.
It should be mentioned
here that Scott Monahan has
proposed that the first few
Ogam letters of the Crack
Cave inscription form a figure
which could be visualized as a
balance. See explanation of
the Balance symbolism under
the heading of Anubis Cave 3.
The shadow following
along the curved stemline in
Crack Cave looks like the
shadow in Anubis Cave 3
following the curved vernier
scale on the 13th day of Figure 30. Top: Crack Cave inscription on north wall. Photo by
Bill McGlone. Middle: Translation of the north wall inscription.
spring.
Bottom: Photograph of the Crack Cave equinox alignment at sunrise.
Photo by Bill McGlone.
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DATING THE GLYPHS
Scholars cannot give a date for the origin of Ogam. Their estimates are many
centuries apart. Therefore, it is not clear how to use clues, provided by the use of
Ogam, that would otherwise help date the sites. Someone may be able to find datable
linguistic evidence in the inscriptions, such as the use of diphthongs, absence of
vowels, use of the letter Ng to date or locate the origin of the writers. However, I realize
that the use of Ng may be due to its occurrence at the end of Grave’s old Ogam
alphabet whose last three letters are used to spell G-R-Ng. It should also be noted that
the Ogam letters B-L used to spell the name Bel are the first two letters of the Ogam
Alphabet. The use of the two groups to refer to gods of the sun may be a Celtic version
of the Christian expression “Alpha and Omega”.
Oral Testimony:
Because the Anubis Caves are on private land, a chain of possession can be
established for the Ogam and Silent Opera images. I have spoken with three
generations of owners who have assured me that the markings were in the caves as far
back in time as they can remember.
Relative Date by Engravings:
Tom Ogima:
The Cave 2, “Silent Opera” panel has an autograph inscribed near the top of it. The
graph reads, “TOM OGIMA,1896”. One leg of the printed “M” has been carved over the
tassel portion of the canine figure’s flail. Therefore, the canine and flail had to be
carved first. See Figure 11.
After expending considerable effort, I was able to locate the relatives of Tom Ogima.
His younger brother, who was over 90 years old, told me Tom had been an itinerant
worker, and he had traveled to the western United States looking for work. He thought
his trip to the west was accomplished no latter than the early 1930s. Apparently he
entered the cave looking for shelter and left his name and birth year. He eventually
moved to the Chicago, Illinois area and worked as an elevator operator.
This reinforces what the oldest of three generations of owners told me, that the
cave had “always” contained the inscriptions. The oldest individual in the succession of
owners stated that the carvings were there at least as early as the 1920s.
Relative Date by Appearance:
Cave 4 has inscriptions which are dated autographs. There are names with dates
in the 1890s. Cave 2 has the name of the first generation owner I have mentioned.
Cave 6 has Plains Indian inscriptions. When compared to the Ogam inscriptions and
the “Silent Opera” panels they reveal a considerable age difference. The Ogam and
“Silent Opera” appear much older.
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Cation Ratio Dating:
This dating method is known to some as indirect carbon-14 dating. Professor Ron
Dorn, an Arizona State University Professor of Geography, has pioneered this technique
for dating rock varnish, also referred to as patina. The application of this methodology to
these study glyphs is described in McGlone et al. (1993:355-364). Dorn reported his
early work in Dorn and Oberlander,1982. When compared to all of the other methods of
dating his results for the Sun Temple appear too old by several hundred years. There
could be an explanation for that apparent discrepancy which would require us to
reevaluate the other methods. However, his date for the Six Months inscription of 2000
years before the present with a ± of 300 years is close to the 471 CE determined
astronomically for the Noble Twins. His method certainly reinforces the concept that
these study glyphs are clearly pre-Columbian in age.
Crack Cave Dating:
The study of alphabets and language within Crack Cave is the only way to date
this site. The alphabet, language and possibly technique ties this site to the Sun Temple
and Anubis Caves.
Dating by Association with Sun Temple:
The astronomical date obtained from study of the alignment recorded in the Noble
Twins glyph indicates a date of 471 CE (McGlone et al. 1993:201). There are some
other possibilities for dating the Noble Twins astronomically which could take the date of
origin further back in time, but they are remote and ill defined at the present time.
Summary of Dating:
All of the methods used to determine the age of the Anubis Caves indicate that the
glyphs are clearly pre-Columbian in age. That presents a problem if the question of
provenience is attempted in a conventional manner. There is no evidentiary basis for
concluding the inscriptions are post-Columbian.
Discussion:
Several items link the three sites to Mithraism i.e., the seven symbols representing
the grades of Mithraism and imagery alluding to Mithraic tenets. See the table,”Points
in Support of Mithraism.”
A greater profusion of evidence ties the sites together by means of the common
denominators of Ogam writing, Celtic language, Celtic god names and the observance
of the cross-quarter days of Beltaine and Lughnasa. This argues that the sites are
primarily Celtic.
The two groups of evidence just mentioned together with the dating of the Noble
Twins and the dating of the patina place these sites as Pre-Columbian and Old World.
That the alignments are correct as described I am 100% certain. That the
inscriptions were placed at the sites by Celts I am more that 90% certain. That the
inscriptions are Pre-Columbian I am more than 98% certain. That the Anubis Cave
petroglyphs are associated with Mithraism I am more than 90% certain. The degree of
uncertainty is based upon the realization that there could be some explanation, no
matter how remote, that could alter or negate our conclusions e.g., there may have
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been some small as yet undiscovered cult that could have adopted icons and modalities
from Mithraism.
I believe the Anubis Cave complex is a Mithraeum, but, because there is such a
preponderance of Celtic material there, some might say it is a shrine to Celtic Apollo
with a Mithraic influence. Others might wish to say the Anubis Caves are a monument
to Mithras, not a Mithraeum because the site lacks the bull slaying scene. At any rate it
clearly has Old World affinities dating to a time before Columbus and that deserves
investigation.
Ogam was used to hide the meaning of the inscriptions which were inscribed in
plain sight. It is unlikely the depth of symbolism, writing and mythology at these sites
could have been passed on to Native Americans without greater evidence of contact.
At the beginning of this presentation I said I would try and answer the questions of
how the three sites were connected to each other, can the three sites be connected to
Mithraism and what information do the images and inscriptions convey in terms of
myths or historical events. Do the Anubis Cave icons represent star maps, and if so, in
what way?
The three sites all utilize Ogam writing. All repeat the names of solar gods, and all
do so in connection with solar alignments. The Ogam inscriptions convey the same
language and describe the solar alignments at each site. At all of the three sites
investigative teams were not aware of the alignments until the inscriptions were
translated. At Crack Cave on the equinox and at Anubis Cave 3 on the 13th sunset
after the spring equinox, the shadows at the time of alignment follow similar curved
paths. At Anubis Caves 3 and 5 Ogam inscriptions identify solar alignments and both
inscriptions have a stemline which is crossed in a manner reminiscent of the juncture of
the celestial equator and the plane of the ecliptic known as the point of the equinox. In
Anubis Cave 3 the nose pointer indicates the time to read the alignment by pointing to
the juncture of the two lines. In Cave 5 the summer solstice alignment is read at a time
when the shadow has moved away from the point of juncture. Both Cave 3 and Crack
Cave have the crossed lines in the middle of their Ogam inscriptions. The stemline in
the Crack Cave intersects at the point in the inscription where Scott Monahan
recognized the Balance rebus. The Balance and the intersecting lines would suggest
the day of balance when day and night are equal, or the day of the equinox.
In Anubis Cave 2 the sun god is labeled with the name Bel. He is involved in a
solar alignment on the equinox. At the Crack Cave the inscription refers to a solar
alignment on the day of Bel. That alignment occurs on the equinox. Both sites have
images of a balance involving an equinox alignment, and the name Grian nearby. The
ancients knew the equinox as a day of balance. It appears to be more than a
coincidence that the letters B-L and G-R-Ng are the letters for the lunar months which
begin and end the lunar year (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:183-184). That could help to explain
why Ng is used in place of the normal N to spell Grian.
The names for the sun god, and in some cases their positioning, suggests
mythological themes concurrent with Mithraic or Celtic beliefs. The image of a horse
over an altar suggests a location for the origin of the people who left these marks
behind. David Ulansey and I earlier discussed the Anubis Cave icons also serving as
star maps.
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The three sites are united by date, script, language, and two names of Old World
gods both with solar functions. The proximity of the sites also help to tie them together.
The inscriptions led to the discovery of the alignments in all three cases. The
alignments confirm the translations. The translations were done by four different
people.
I believe the evidence makes a compelling case and cries out for careful
examination by others. These sites constitute extremely important sources of history.
Much more study is needed. There are more inscriptions which may help to resolve
unanswered questions. There is much material which has not yet been studied.
Investigators are invited to come work on these sites and I will be glad to do all I can to
assist them.

*****

IN SUPPORT OF MITHRAISM
1) Light and shadow play on the sun god, a technique used extensively
in Old World Mithraeums.
2) The use of a sun god with a seven-rayed crown as a central image is well
known in the Old World Mithraeums.
3) The positioning of the sun god between ascending and descending lights is
significant in Mithraic beliefs.
4) Star consellations are outlined in the quadrant of the sky holding the
constellations most critical to Mythraism. Many are used similarly in the Old
World.
5) The constellation Perseus/Mithras is used to represent the sun god. See
Ulansey (1989:45).
6) There is a parallel use of the equinox in Oklahoma and in Mithraism.
7) The translation of the inscription in Anubis Cave 3 parallels the doctrine that
Mithras spent six months on each side of the equator.
8) The name Sol is regionally present, being written in the Sun Temple.
9) The image of a phallus is next to the sun god, representing the god’s
procreative power of fatherhood. The seventh and highest grade of
Mithraism is that of Father. Those who hold this grade are considered to be
representatives of Mithras himself.
10) Symbols for all seven grades of Mithraism are present at Anubis Cave 2.
11) Mithras rules the daylight hours. Varuna/Anubis, a co-dominant figure with
the Anubis Cave 2 sun god, rules the night and is a known companion of
Mithras in the Old World. Varuna and Anubis are non-indiginous to the New
World.
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ADDENDUM
1. During a visit to the Anubis caves on 10 September 2005 I was able to
photograph a new Ogam inscription I first saw on the day of the summer solstice of the
same year. I have included a photograph of it. The inscription is in Anubis Cave 2 and
is best seen with a high intensity light held at a low angle to the inscription. The first two
letters appear to read as S-L. This may be another reference to Sol the sun, or sun
god.

Figure 31. Faint Ogam inscription recently found in Anubis Cave 2. The first two letters appear to be S-L.
More study is need to be certain of the other marks.
2. The female figure among the constellations of Anubis Cave1 is carved with a
tall pointed hat. Mallory and Mair describe that type of “witches” hat worn by IndoEuropeans in East Central Asia and stipulate that their owners were either priestesses
or royalty (2000:179,220). Elizabeth Wayland Barber compares the hats from Cherchen
in East Central Asia to those of Phrygia and considers the possibility their origins may
be linked (1999:34). The similarity of hats and mythic females associated with the same
constellations is worthy of further investigation.
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Figure 32. Anubis Cave 2 upper shadow at the moment of sunset on the day of the 13th sunset after the spring
equinox. The configuration appears intentional.
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Figure 33. Native American petroglyph panel termed the “Pathfinder”. At noon on the equinox a dagger of
light pierces the figure’s pelvic area. This southeast Colorado panel appears to portray the Navajo myth of
Changing Woman. Photo courtesy of Carl Lehrburger.
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APPENDIX A
OGAM
Ogam is generally described as a writing system using tally-like strokes in groups of
one to five, above, below or through a baseline, or stemline, to indicate the vowels and
consonants of the alphabet. Each series of five letters constitutes a stave. The
fourteenth century manuscript titled “The Book of Ballymote” in the possession of the
Royal Irish Academy (RIA) in Dublin, Ireland, illustrates over one hundred varieties of
Ogam. The origin and distribution of the writing system are not well understood.
Damian McManus (1991:15, 22) opts for a more recent date, but refers to a possible
date of origin of 400 - 500 BCE. He points to the similarities between Ogam and the
Hahalruna staves (one type of Scandinavian runic alphabet) which look like trees with
branches, and whose strokes mark group (left of the vertical stemline) and position
(right of the
stemline) within
the
letters
(McManus,
1991:10-14). He
denies the origin
of all Ogam letter
names being
derived from
trees. However,
the Dictionary of
the Royal Irish
Academy (Quinn,
1983:486
)
disagrees when it
describes Ogam
letter names as
all deriving from
tree names in
Figure A 1. The upper group of strokes represents Ogam as it appears in Ireland.
agreement with
The lower set of strokes represents Ogam as it appears in America. The group of five
diphthongs in the upper right corner contains characters shared by inscriptions in the Old Graves (Vol. 1,
1960:183).
The
and New Worlds. © MMV TransVision Corp.
discrepancy in
letter names
given by McManus and the RIA may arise from McManus referring to what he believes
are the original names and the RIA referring to the present names. Graves
(1960:183-184, Vol. 1) states there was a change in letter order around 400 BCE.
Ogam is not like other alphabets which are intended to convey ideas in a clear
straightforward manner. It uses fanciful and cryptic imagery to convey ideas. Macalister
agrees that Ogam is, indeed, cryptic (1937:39,44).
Graves says that the earliest variety of Ogam contained three staves of 13
consonants, one for each of the year’s 13 lunar months. Each month consisted of 28
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days. It also contained five vowels which, when thought of in a calendrical context,
represented the four major positions of the sun though the year. Starting with A at the
Winter Solstice, O for Spring Equinox, U the Summer Solstice, E the Fall Equinox and I
back to the Winter Solstice. Around 400 BCE two more consonants were added to the
alphabet to produce three staves with five consonants each (Graves 1960:183-184).
Ogam represented the lore of trees, and could be used as a seasonal calendar
(Sharkey, 1981:16). The Ogam alphabet is connected to the seasons and the days of
the week. It is when the Ogam letters are viewed in their original sequence that the
order of the months is correctly represented. (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:183-184). These
could be the reasons it is the writing of choice at a calendrical site where there is
evidence of the knowledge of another alphabet.
OGAM CALENDAR*
Start of Month
1. Dec. 24
2. Jan. 21
3. Feb. 18
4. March 18
5. April 15
6. May 13
7. June 10
8. July 8
9. Aug. 5
10. Sept. 2
11. Sept. 30
12. Oct. 28
13. Nov. 25

Letter
B
L
N
F
S
H
D
T
C
M
G
Ng
R

Tree
Birch
Rowan
Ash
Alder
Willow
Hawthorn
Oak
Holly
Nut; CC (Q), Apple
Vine
Ivy
Reed
Elder or Myrtle

* This calendar covers 13 lunar months of 28 days, and uses the original order of
letters. After Graves (1960:183-184)
Each of the Ogam characters had special significance pertaining to the calendar
and folklore (Graves 1966:165-195). Regarding the Irish Ogams Graves (1966:204)
says, “The subject is very difficult, and the Irish ollaves [scholars] had no interest in
making it plain to outsiders.” An example of this obfuscation can be found in the Ogam
letter Fearn, meaning Alder, the tree of the god Bran, a great warrior. Bran means
Raven, (Graves 1948:51 &169). Bayley (1997:192) tells us Bran is identified with
Belinus who he says is the “...winter aspect of the sun god...”, or waxing sun. McGlone
et al (1993:172) have demonstrated that Belinus is referred to as Bel, Apollo and Sol
(Invictus). Apollo’s bird is the raven and Celtic Apollo is equated with Mithras (Godwin,
1981:39). The symbol for Mithras’ first grade level is the raven, but the Mithraic grade
associated with the Alder tree is the seventh and highest grade called Pater, believed to
be the representative of Mithras on earth, and the image of this grade at the Anubis
Caves is labeled Bel. Above the head of the sun god in Cave 2 are four Ogam strokes
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which could represent
the letter F in the
“original”
Ogam
alphabet sequence of
letters, according to
Graves’ scenario
(1960:183, Vol. 1). Figure A 2. Aradach Finn, Ladder Ogam, or more properly the Ladder-like
There is no way to tie Ogam of Finn is illustrated on the top row. This example from the Book of
the markings on the Ballymote bears a resemblance to Hahalrunes, but could have inspired the use of
panel together, but the tree-like Ogam.
p o s s i b l e
correspondence is
interesting.
The Celtic Hercules is equated with Ogma Sunface or Ogmios who, according to
myth, invented the Ogam alphabet (Graves V.2, 1960:112; McManus, 1991:151).
Danielou describes images of the sun in sun temples of India. He reports the color of
the sun is copper colored and red (1985:95). When the Ancients erected four pillars
capped with red gold, Graves believed it referred to the move from a 13 consonant,
three stave Ogam to a four stave alphabet with 15 consonants, five vowels and a four
season year, each stave having five characters. This was said to have happened
around 400 BCE and the names of the letters referred to Celestial Hercules, (Graves,
Vol. 2, 1960:143). Considering Ogam has a calendrical component could this be a story
recording the shift from observing a lunar year having three seasons, to that of a solar
year with four? Sesti says, “The Chimera sacred to the Great Mother was symbol of the
tripartite year:...Its slaying is to be understood as the suppression of the ancient Carian
calendar by the Hellenic invaders” (1991:412, 478). Carians were a people living on the
west coast of Asia Minor.
The 4th century BCE, appears to have been an important era. Graves said that the
Ogam alphabet (Vol. 1,1960:184) changed from a lunar based, three season 13
consonant alphabet to a solar related, 20 consonant, four season alphabet, as a result
of a religious revolution. Eudoxos described a solar related zodiac (Kelley & Milone,
2005:9). About 433 BCE, Meton developed a 19 year calendar which reconciled the
lunar months with the solar year (Starr, 1983:330). Did a change in the calendar and the
religious revolution center around discoveries in astronomy? Perhaps the Persian king
Xerxes’, conquest of Syria and Asia Minor during this period carried the seeds of new
ideas? The Carians fought alongside the troops of Xerxes.
Where invented:
The knowledge of the origin of Ogam seems to have been lost centuries ago.
McGlone et al, tried to discover the source of the first Ogam without success
(1993:119-124). Graves believes it originated somewhere in Phrygia (Vol. 1, 1960:183).
Perhaps the most insightful presentation on the origin of Ogam and it mythology is that
of David H. Kelley in McGlone et al. There he refers to an early record of a “tree
alphabet”. Additionally he points to clues in Irish lore that indicate there may be more to
the connections among Celtic lore, heros, trees and letters (1993:122-124).
Irish Ogam:
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Figure A 3. Ancient Ogam stone in the National Museum of Ireland. The five stroke letter on the extreme right
shows “Sheafing”. From right to left the strokes are oriented vertically and the last stroke is slanted downward and
to the right. Another letter in the left half of the photo shows Sheafing. I have inserted black lines along the axes of
the outer strokes of the letters to show the way strokes are slanted toward one another to separate letters.
When speaking of an Ogam inscription in Donald, County Wicklow, Macalister
(1897:75) refers to an Ogam forfid or diphthong which is normally written as X, but on
the stone at issue is written as “\,” with only half of the mark made. In his later work
Macalister (1902:16) refers to the letter R written with its strokes drawn straight up and
down. R is a member of the M stave all of which should properly be drawn leaning to
the right. He gives another example of an incorrectly engraved letter of the M stave on
page 21 followed by more examples of R being improperly drawn on pages 23 and 33.
More irregularities regarding the M stave are on page 41, where the letter M slants the
wrong way, and on page 65 the carver of an inscription placed part of the message on
the flat of the stone. None of the M stave letters written on the flat of the stone are
slanted. On page 76 he illustrates an inscription on the stone’s edge which does not
slant the M stave letters. On pages 84-85 Macalister records a problem contained in an
inscription in County, Kerry. He reports the use of the M stave letter Ng, which some
consider to be so problematic in Colorado, but finally suggests the purpose of the letter
may be to indicate the letter N. His possible solution is in agreement with what we have
suggested. In Part II of Studies in Irish Epigraphy, Macalister illustrates several Ogam
inscriptions which contain letters, of the M stave group, which are not slanted, yet are
readily recognized by him (pp. 16, 20, 23, 33, 65, 76, 77). In one example he illustrates
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an M which is slanted the wrong direction (1902:41). He also reads inscriptions which
are missing consonants. He did not find these deviations from the textbook norm an
insurmountable barrier to reading the inscriptions.
Colorado Ogam:
The previous section has demonstrated that there are many types of Ogam and
many ways of writing the same letter. Consonants may be written with or without the
prescribed slant and the diphthong characters may be drawn only partially. We have
seen this technique used in Ireland. In Colorado the inscriber has omitted the vowels
from the inscriptions. Without the vowels it becomes more difficult to distinguish where
the strokes of one letter end and the next begins. However, the inscriber has used
various techniques to assist the reader in making the distinction. While in the basement
storeroom of the National Museum of Ireland in Dublin I was able to examine a number
of Ogam stones. A museum employee told me some are not put on display because
they are severely cracked, and these fragile stones were thought to be among the
oldest. The oldest stones used a technique which I refer to as “Sheafing” or “Hay
stacking”. There are variations of this technique, but the basic method for isolating the
strokes of one letter from another is to slant the strokes of a character in toward oneanother like an old fashioned sheaf of grain. The two most readily recognizable
methods are to slant the outer strokes toward the middle “/I\” or to slant a central stroke
towards the outer strokes to make a group as “I/I”. Another method is to vary the depth
of each letter as it is carved into the rock. The last two methods were used in Anubis
Cave 3 to make the letters G-R-Ng. All three letters have been carved to different
depths and the letter Ng is made with the shape “I/I”. See McGlone et al
(1993:106,107).
Objections may be voiced regarding the appearance of the Colorado Ogam. Most
Ogam in the British Isles conforms to a certain style. However, there are notable
exceptions and those exceptions often conform to the same pattern as Colorado
inscriptions.
Calligraphy:
Within our study area the letter Ng ends words, starts words and stands alone. The
letter Ng occurs seven times. No four stroke N’s are found. S/Z‘s are used four times.
They occur at the beginning, and middle of words. There are three S’s found within our
inscriptions.
Diphthongs:
In Colorado the “X’s” are made “\”, as an inverted “V” and as a “y”. When Anubis
Cave 4 is retranslated it may prove to have additional diphthongs. Macalister (1897:77)
illustrates the Ogam character “X”, which has been inscribed on a stone as “\”.
Therefore, in Ireland we have an example of the type of shortcut used to inscribe the “X”
as it is used in Crack Cave in Colorado. I have already cited Macalister as referencing
Ogam inscriptions containing letters deviating from the conventional style of writing.
When placing secret information openly on a rock surface, using a cryptic form of writing
is very important. We will probably never know precisely why the inscriber used Ogam
when he had another alphabet available. However, considering the reluctance of
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Mithraists to share knowledge of their religion with outsiders and Mithraists of a lower
grade, it is possible the cryptic nature of Ogam played an important part in its selection.
With Ogam characters having additional functions as calendrical reminders, carrying
attendant mythology and being cryptic by nature, what better writing system could the
ancients have found? Merkelbach reminds us that Mithraists are known to have
employed writing in a mystical way (1992:710).
Inscriber’s Methods:
Forensic scientists understand people have distinctive writing and perform tasks in
a manner influenced by habit. Evidence at the Anubis Caves, Crack Cave and Sun
Temple suggests the inscriptions at the three sites are the work of one individual or
possibly a pair of individuals.
They share a common type of writing and language.
There is a repetition of god names in a context of solar alignments.
Stemlines are drawn with a crossing line in Anubis Caves 3 and 5. Crack Cave has an
intersecting stemline, and Anubis Cave 2 utilizes a broken line to index an alignment.
Partial diphthongs are used three times in Colorado. See items in the Ogam section.
Repeated time sequences tie two Anubis Caves together.
Three of the Anubis Caves are sequenced to be used in the following order: full daylight, before
sunset (Cave 3), at sunset (Cave 2), night time (Cave 1). Caves 3 and 2 are further tied together
by the time sequence already mentioned and six consecutive solar alignments on the equinox.
Crack Cave marks the morning equinox and has a possible balance rebus similar to Anubis Cave
3 Balance Inscription. The Crack Cave alignment utilizes a shadow falling on a curved line as
does the Anubis Cave 3 Nose Pointer on day 13 of the Spring Equinox.
The Anubis Caves mark the equinox during the evening.

Summary:
“The idea of a sacred place where the walls and laws of the temporal world may
dissolve to reveal a wonder is apparently as old as the human race.” (Campbell,
1974:184). Just as the site for ritual and worship helps to separate the worshipper from
the temporal world so does the language and even the writing system help to establish
a sanctity for the individual to experience a sense of separation and ascent from the
mundane. In addition to being cryptic by nature, each letter of the Ogam alphabet
provides an opportunity to instruct the pupil in calendar and tree lore, mythology and
astronomy.
Conclusion:
We have inscriptions which can be read as Ogam and in a Celtic language. The
inscriptions are readily dated as pre-Columbian. Whoever inscribed them had to be
skilled in the Ogam script, the Celtic language, archeaoastronomy, and religious
symbolism.
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APPENDIX B
THE MYTHS
This appendix presents elements of the myths which seem essential for
understanding the mythological aspects of the Ogam complex.
The purpose of a myth or a symbolic image is to make something known. To the
uninitiated an image is just what it appears to be superficially. Thus, an image of a
snake is just an image of a snake. However, add the knowledge or myth intended to
accompany the image and the snake may represent evil, cunning, darkness or
regeneration. Danielou describes the use of image for religious purposes as,
“Descriptive pictures of deities are for the assistance of worshippers who need a
pictorial medium as a support, to enable them to concentrate their thoughts on
abstractions.” (1964:332). Images provide a focus for the mind of the viewer and they
may have elements which give certain impressions. The myth provides the fullness to
the meaning which the image is intended to convey.
Many authors on star lore provide examples where multiple layers of meaning may
be seen in image and myth. It is a daunting task to enumerate and describe all of the
layers of meaning attached to images and myths of many ancient religions. In addition
to multiple meanings of the images and myths of the ancients, there are also many
versions of myths. Ancient Celtic literature is rife with layers of meaning. This is
demonstrated by Graves in The White Goddess (1966).
The Anubis Caves provide numerous images of gods and star goups. By examining
the numerous myths associated with those images we hope to gain insight as to what
teachings may have been associated with them in the Old World. The works of many
mythographers and students of ancient religions have provided the pool of knowledge
from which we have drawn. We hope this will help to illuminate the mythology of the
Anubis Caves and Sun Temple.
Anahita:
Key Elements: Anahita, Great Mother, Celts.
Anahita is associated with Athena of Ilium. She is closely linked with Mithras and
has been equated with the planet Venus (Leach 1972:52). In fact Cumont says Anahita
was Ishtar who ruled the planet Venus (1956:10). She is referred to as, “The ancient
Iranian Great Mother” (Leach 1972:52). “The Romans adopted the worship of the Great
Mother from Asia Minor, as early as 200 B.C.E. Her priests were known to the Romans
as Galli,” meaning ‘Celts’ (Merkelbach 1992:709-10). Giorgio de Santillana wrote of an
“Eastern Mediterranean Mother Scorpion dwelling at the end of the Milky Way, who
received souls of the newly deceased.” (1969:295). See the heading “Great Mother”.
Apollo:
Key Elements: Apollo, Bel, Mithras, Lyra, Weaver Maid, Canine, Soul Guide, Grian,
Cygnus.
Apollo was the son of Zeus and Leda, (Leach 1972:67). He was considered a sun
god of the intellect (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:114) and was an oxherd (Guirand 1968:117;
Graves, Vol. 1, 1960:63). As a solar god he was equated with Mithras and Bel (Godwin,
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1981:39). He had a seven-stringed lyre which became the constellation Lyra, and he
gave a lyre to Orpheus (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:183, 113, 111).
Apollo’s number was seven. In fact Apollo was called, Commander of Sevens (Ashe
1992:148-56). Apollo’s festival was celebrated on the seventh day of the seventh lunar
month as is Chi Nu’s, the Weaver Maid (Snow 2002:13, 25).
Some animals sacred to Apollo were wolf, swan, crow and cock (Guirand 1968:116).
He used a Raven as a watcher (Sesti 1991:391). In Greece the calendar gave place to
a two season year bisected either by equinoxes in Eastern style as at Sparta and
Delphi, where Apollo worship had a strong influence, or by solstices in Northern style as
at Athens and Thebes (Graves Vol. 1,1960:72). According to Bonnefoy Greeks
borrowed the god Apollo from Asia Minor (Vol. 1, 1991:216). Apollo transformed himself
into a wolf so he could couple with Cyrene, a moon goddess (Sesti 1991:298). Wolfish
Apollo ate a bull at night.
Apollo had a son named Ophiuchus/ Asclepius associated with snakes and healing
qualities. Apollo’s brother, Hermes, slowed the sun and moon for Zeus so he could
father Heracles/Hercules (Graves Vol.2, 1960:85). Heracles was suppose to rule
Perseus’ house (Graves Vol. 2,1960:86). Another son of Apollo is Phaeton who drove
the sun chariot (Sesti 1991:324).
Celtic Apollo is equated with Belenos (Bright as fire) and with Grannos (Luminous)
(Bonnefoy Vol. 1, 1991:267). The Royal Irish Academy’s Dictionary (Quinn 1983:158)
equates Apollo with the sun god, Grian. Sir Monier-Williams defines the sun god Mitra’s
name as “friend or companion” and says he is listed among the ten fires (1970:816). He
defines the sanskrit word, “Ghrini” as “a flame” and “the Sun” (Monier-Williams
1970:379). This gives us a group of cross connections tying these names together by
their definitions and similar spellings. Even Artemis, Apollo’s sister says, “ ‘Pray give me
eternal virginity; as many names as my brother Apollo;...’ ” (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:83).
Aquila:
Key Elements: Aquila, Oxherd, Weaver Maid.
The constellation Aquila often was represented as an eagle and was thought of as
the Oxherd lover of Chi Nu the Weaver Maid. To the Greeks Aquila was a bird who
brought rain, (Sesti 1991:231-232). Vega in Lyra, Altair in Aquila and Deneb in Cygnus,
comprise the summer triangle.
Bel/Belus/Baal:
Key Elements: Bel, Mithras, Apollo.
Bel is son of Libya (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:191). He also is called Apollo and by
inference Mithras. Bel/Baal is husband of Tanit, a phoenician mother goddess, who is
associated with Neith and Athena (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:22). See under the heading,
“Apollo.”
Bel is equated with Bran who represents the winter aspect of the sun (Bayley
1997:192). The winter aspect is that period of time from the winter solstice to the
summer solstice. Belin is considered the Celtic god of the solar year (Graves
1966:201). Bran/Bel is associated with the alder tree whose calendrical value is the
fourth lunar month that contains the spring equinox when the days are getting longer
and “...the Sun grows to manhood.” (Graves 1966:172). These images clearly indicate
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a waxing sun during the first half of the year from winter solstice to summer solstice.
Lugh represents the waning aspect of the sun. See Lugh in this appendix. Note
Beltaine is in the first half of the year and Lughnasa is in the second or waning half of
the year (Mac Cana 1985:25, 30).
Graves records the Ogam letters associated with the waxing and waning halves of
the solar year as D and T and their trees, represented by knights, slay each other on an
alternating schedule just as the two halves of the year replace each other
(1966:180-181; Vol. 1, 1960:184).
Bonnefoy says Belenos means “Bright as fire” (Vol. 1, 1991:267). Graves
(1966:56-58) equates the names Beli, Belus and Belenus all as the same sun god. The
name Bel is used repeatedly in the Anubis Cave group and at the Crack Cave. Grian
(Sun) is used at least twice in each of these locations. Royal Irish Academy’s Dictionary
(Quinn 1983:158) equates Grian with Apollo. See Appendix A for an explanation of the
relevance of the letters B-L and G-R-Ng at the two ends of the old Ogam alphabet.
Boötes:
Key Elements: Boötes, Atlas.
Boötes is known as a herdsman (Sesti 1991: 261-263) and as an ox driver (Allen
1963: 96-97). Sesti says that Boötes also is known as Atlas and that he has in times
past been portrayed as kneeling while holding up the sky on his shoulders (1991: 262).
As Atlas, he was known as the ruler of the cosmos. (Ulansey 1989:96-98).
Canine:
Key Elements: Anubis, Hermes, Soul Guide, Apollo, Priests of Great Goddess.
Io is known in Egypt as Isis, mother of the Jackel god Anubis. He is a psychopomp
or conductor of souls (Leach 1972:527). Wolfish Apollo ate a bull at night and is
associated with Hermes, another psychopomp. Hercules is the Babylonian Marduk who
regulated celestial bodies like Mithras.
Sesti says that Hercules is the Ruler of the Zodiac as is Mithras. He killed a bull and
conquered Cerberus, dog of Hades, (1991:351-352). A dog connected with the dead
like Anubis.
Budge refers to Anubis in the Gnostic system as being leader of souls of the dead
along the path of the planets to the Pleroma or the spiritual dwelling place of god, not
through the paths of the Egyptian nether world (1978:206). Gnostics were a preChristian sect who believed they had special knowledge regarding the origin and end of
mankind and the redemption of the soul.
The soul of the bull which Mithras sacrifices is protected by his dog (Cumont,
1956:137). Cumont illustrates a mosaic from a Mithraeum found in Ostia. It shows the
god Sylvanus with his dog (1956:66). Ferguson describes Mithras being accompanied
by his faithful dog (1970:47).
Graves tells us Aesculapius is pictured with a dog. His dog was a symbol of the
underworld as was Anubis. The dog was also a symbol of the priests who attended the
Great Goddess of the Eastern Mediterranean (1966:52-53).
Cassiopeia:
Key Elements: Cassiopeia, Constellation’s Posture.
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Cassiopeia was the mother of
Andromeda. She is set among the stars,
tied to a market basket in an unflattering
posture, as punishment for her behavior
(Graves Vol. 1, 1960:241). See Mother
Goddess and Sheela-na-gig.
Chi Nu:
Key Elements: Weaver Maid, Lyra,
Aquila, Oxherd, Swan.
The Chinese name for the young girl
in the constellation Lyra is Chi Nu. They
also refer to her as the Weaver Maid.
Snow says she is originally an IndoEuropean goddess. In the Chi Nu myth her
oxherd lover is across the Milky Way from
Vega in the constellation Aquila. Once a
year magpies form a bridge so her lover
can cross over the Milky Way to spend a
night with her. Chi Nu is also a goddess of
light. She harmonizes the forces of night
and day. She weaves the colors of the sky
and star patterns into a lovely garment. Figure B 1. Weaver Maid and her lover the Oxherd
She spreads the garment over the morning on opposite sides of the Milky Way, the River of
sky creating its beautiful hues. She is Heaven. After Derek Walters.
mother and yet daughter of the sun or sun
goddess. A Chinese poet writes of the wonders of the Milky Way and refers to Chi Nu
as made up of rosy dawn-light, dimpled with stars. She is considered the “...patroness
of marriage, typifying the unending longing of love.” (Snow 2002:2, 3, 23-24). The
swan also is identified as one of the magpies in the story of Chi Nu the Weaver Maiden
(Leach 1972:271-272 and 861-862).
Corona Borealis:
Key Elements: Northern Crown, Persephone, Andromeda, Asclepius.
This constellation is known as the Northern Crown. Sesti claims the name
Persephone means Northern Crown. Persephone is a moon goddess, and the origin of
her name predates the Greeks and goes back to early Mesopotamia. In one story of
this constellation, the Crown represents the garland of flowers with which Europa
decorated Zeus when he was in the form of a White Bull., (1991: 451).
Persephone is equated with Andromeda. She is the wife of Apollo and the mother
of Asclepius, (Sesti 1991:392).
Cygnus:
Key Elements: Apollo, Orpheus, Nether World, Eurydice, Lyra.
Cygnus was the son of Apollo (Graves Vol. 2 1960:105). This constellation also is
considered to be Orpheus, who was placed in the sky after death, next to his prized
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lyre. (Allen 1963:193). Cygnus goes back in time to Mesopotamia as “Bird of the
Forest.” Orpheus’ trip to the nether world to retrieve Eurydice is associated with a
serpent, a swan, and a harp. Next to the swan constellation, Cygnus, is Draco the
serpent, and Lyra, the lyre. (Sesti 1991:323). Ovid refers to Cygnus as brother to
Phaeton.
Dioscuri:
Key Elements: Gemini, Sunrise-Sunset, Equinoxes, Mithras.
Leda coupled with the swan form of Zeus. She laid an egg which brought forth
Helen/Selene the moon goddess and the twins Castor and Pollux, also known as the
Gemini Twins (Sesti, 1991:323). As twins they are portrayed by the constellation
Gemini. Shown alone they are champions of light and darkness and identified with
Orion and Hercules (Bailey 1997:149).
Bonnefoy identifies one of the Dioscuri, Castor, as the son of Tyndareos king of
Sparta, providing at least one of them with the right to be termed “Noble” (Vol. 1,
1991:463). These twins frequently are seen in connection with Mithras. They are in
some sense a western variety of the Asian Yin and Yang. The Dioscuri represent light
and dark, East and West, sunrise and sunset , summer solstice and winter solstice, and
the spring equinox and fall equinox (Cumont 1960:65).
In Mithraic iconography a light or torch is often on either side of Mithras. The light
on the left refers to the rising sun, light, spring equinox or North, and the light or torch on
the right, represents dark, setting sun, South or fall equinox. (Ulansey, 1989:64-65).
Mithras is placed between the torches on the line of the celestial equator as it appeared
a few thousand years ago (Gordon 1975:232; Ulansey 1989:53). Roger Beck says, “I
find no difficulty in seeing in the torchbearers an allusion to the pair of celestial Scales in
addition to the celestial Twins...” He further states , “More importantly, the
torchbearers, as well as signifying the constellation Gemini (and perhaps Libra too) 23,
indicate a whole series of opposed or complimentary celestial pairs of the kind one can
plot on a star chart: summer solstice and winter solstice 24, spring equinox and autumn
equinox, rising point (east) and setting point (west), ascending node and descending
node 25.” (1994:32-33).
Eos:
Key Elements: Weaver Maid, Sun, Dawn.
The goddess Eos is associated with the Weaver Maid (Snow 2002:3) and is the
goddess of Dawn and the mother of the winds which are beneficial to man (Bonnefoy
Vol. 1,1991:510). She also is known as Aurora, sister of Helios (sun) and Selene
(moon) “...lover of many handsome men” (Leach 1972:345). Eos was called, “The rosyfingered dawn, who at the close of each night appeared in her golden chariot to
proclaim the coming of her brother Helios, the sun.”, (Eliot 1976:72).
Great Mother:
Key Elements: Venus, Dawn Maid, Weaver, Ox, Anahita, Fates, Morning and
Evening Stars, Athena, Alphabet, Sheela-na-gig, Cassiopeia.
Worship of the Great Mother is ancient and widespread. The constellation Virgo,
said to be the wife of Bel (Allen 1963:463), is her solar aspect. She is also a moon
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goddess when seen as Hera or Ariadne or Athena (Sesti 1991:476; Graves Vol. 2,
1960:88).
The manifestations of the Great Mother are always connected to the
seasons and the calendar, (Sesti 1991:480). The moon goddess is represented in the
three female constellations, Andromeda, Virgo and Cassiopeia, who correspond to the
Roman goddesses Persephone, Demeter and Hecate. (Sesti 1991:291).
Cooper illustrates a carved gem which shows Mithras and to his right is the
scorpion, a dog and a sea creature (Cetus). Cooper shows another carved gem with
two birds. One is a raven near Mithras, but what is the second bird? There is also what
appears to be a severed leg and a couple of other obscure objects (1996:108-109).
Leach identifies Athena as Vedic goddess Ushas, (Leach 1972:88). Athena and
Ushas, are Dawn Maidens and goddesses of weaving. The rooster is sacred to Athena
(Snow 2002:5,15; Guirand 1968:107). Cooper has reproduced another carving showing
Mithras flanked by several figures. These figures include a rooster perched in front of a
female figure behind whose head is the crescent moon (1996:110). The symbolism in
Cooper’s illustration seems to link the moon goddess with the goddess of dawn. Marija
Gimbutas provides a link between the life-giving Bird Goddess and weaving. She also
refers to Athena being credited with inventing weaving and the ox yoke (1989:67).
Athena is also goddess of wisdom and is associated with Anahita, (Leach,1972:88). In
her aspect as the planet Venus, Athena becomes the Evening Star Hesperus, wife of
Atlas (Sesti 1991:476; Leach 1972:495).
The Great Mother as Themis, mother of the Moerae (The Three Fates), was known
as the powerful Moera. The Three Fates determine the length of life. The first Fate,
Clotho, the Spinner of the thread of life, the second Fate, Lachesis, the One Who
Measures the length of the thread, and the third Fate, Atropos, She Who Cannot Be
Avoided, because she cuts the thread of life. “The name Moira , which means phase,
refers to the three phases of the moon. The first, that of the new moon, was the virgin
goddess of the spring or the first period of the year. The second, the full moon, was the
goddess of summer or the second period of the year. The third, the waning moon, was
the old goddess of autumn or the last period of the year.” (Sesti 1991:478; Leach
1972:741). Mythology credits the Three Fates with inventing the five vowels of the first
alphabet and the consonants B and T . Palamedes supposedly invented the other
eleven consonants, but Hermes “reduced these sounds to characters.” (Graves Vol.
1,1960:182). Ulansey tells us the Moirae were ruled by the sun god, “ ‘You who hold
royal scepter o’er the heavens, you who are midpoint of the stars above,...you who hold
sovereignty over the Moirai.’ ” (1989:86). Bayley tells us that Cassiopeia has three
aspects, that of Maiden, Nymph and Crone (1997:43).
The Sheela-na-gig is a manifestation of the Great Mother (McGlone et al,
1993:154-155). Bayley associates her with Cassiopeia (1997:49). Marija Gimbutas
reproduces images of female goddesses in poses like that of the Irish Sheela-na-gig
(1991:224; 1989:255).
Heracles/Hercules:
Key Elements: Hercules, Ogma, Perseus, Mithras, Ogam Alphabet.
Zeus fathered Heracles by Alcmene, the wife of Amphitryon, Graves (Vol. 2, 1960:
85-86). Heracles was born on the spring equinox, the time of the new sun (Sesti
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1991:351). Perseus is also known as the new sun of spring (Sesti 1991: 221). Zeus
promised Heracles he could rule the House of Perseus, (Graves Vol. 2,1960:86).
Celtic Hercules is equated to Ogma Sunface or Ogmius who is said to have
invented the Ogam alphabet (Graves Vol. 2, 1960:112). When the Ancients erected four
pillars of equal height, capped with red gold, it apparently referred to the move from a
13 consonant, three stave Ogam to a four stave alphabet with 15 consonants and five
vowels each stave having five characters. Previously the height of the three staves
were unequal as they bore consonants numbering five, four and four respectively. This
was said to have happened around 400 BCE, and the names of the letters supposedly
referred to Celestial Hercules, (Graves 1966:133,136, 199, 278; Graves Vol. 2,
1960:143). Considering Ogam is associated with the calendar, is this story recording
the shift from a three season lunar year to that of a four season solar year?
After Hercules completed his labors he became ruler of Zodiac (Mithras’
occupation, Sesti 1991:333). He killed a bull and conquered, Cerberus, the dog of
Hades, that was connected with the dead as was Anubis (Graves Vol. 2 1966:154).
Hercules is the Babylonian Marduk whose predecessor was Bel, (Graves Vol. 1,
1960:244).
Hermes:
Key Elements: Apollo, Soul Guide, Alphabet, Lyre, Mithras Helios, Hermes.
Hermes was the older half-brother of Apollo. Zeus was the father of both (Graves
Vol. 1. 1960:55). Cumont makes reference to a guide for the souls of the dead by
quoting a funeral inscription-- “ ‘Among the dead... there are two companies: one
moves upon the earth, the other in the ether among the choirs of stars; I belong to the
latter, for I have obtained a god for my guide.’ ” This divine escort of souls frequently
retains the name of Hermes in conformity with ancient Greek mythology.” (1960:106).
Hermes and Anubis were guides for the souls of the dead. Hermes is said to have
reduced the sounds of language to letters. Anubis also was companion to the Egyptian
god Thoth, credited with inventing Egyptian letters (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:182-183).
Thoth was portrayed as an ibis. During the Greco-Roman period he was worshipped as
Hermes. Anubis shares funerary duties with Thoth (Watterson 1984:181). Cranes are
sacred to Hermes and are connected with writing (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:184). Hermes
was also a messenger of the gods and carried a herald’s staff. He made the famous
lyre played by Apollo’s and later by Orpheus (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:63-65). Kelley &
Milone report an ancient inscription by the son of Mithradates Kallinikos which connects
Apollo, Mithras, Helios and Hermes (2005:479).
Hesperides:
Key Elements: Atlas, Astronomy, Boötes, Hercules.
The Hesperides were the daughters of Atlas and linked to the sunset. They painted
the evening sky with the beautiful colors from their golden apples. When their apples
were cut in half they looked like a star and the last half of the setting sun. They
guarded the golden apples which referred to stars in the garden of Mother Earth. They
painted the evening sky with colors of golden apples. Sesti says Atlas was the original
source of astronomy which he taught to Hercules (1991:263, 333).
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Libra:
Key Elements: Equinox, Balance.
Libra is the constellation referred to as The Balance or The Scales. A symbol of the
equinox, or equal day and night (Lewis 1984:1061; Leach 1972:618). Two thousand
years ago the autumnal equinox occurred in the constellation Libra.
Lugh:
Key Elements: Sun, Crow, Light.
“The soul of the Celtic hero Lugh ... flew up to Heaven as an eagle when the tanist
killed him at Midsummer.” The eagle’s strength wanes until the winter solstice and then
he begins to regain strength, a symbol of the end of the old year and beginning of new
year, (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:117). Lugh’s solar nature is indicated by his having a red
color from sunset to morning and by his visage that is repeatedly compared to the sun.
His solar nature and various legends indicate his affinity to the legend of Perseus.
(Leach 1972:651). Graves calls Lugh a sun god (Vol. 2, 1960:144). Llew is the Welsh
form of Lugh (Graves 1966:301). Llew means light (Bonnefoy Vol. 1, 1991:263.)
Lugh’s month straddles the Celtic New Year observed on the summer solstice.
See the calendar in Appendix A. Although Graves associates various aspects of Lugh/
Llew with both halves of the year it is in the second half that Lugh is commemorated
and thus identified with the waning sun. Lughnasa, the cross-quarter day in August and
the Celtic harvest festival is in honor of Lugh (RIA 1983:444; Graves Vol. 1, 1960:117;
1966:177-178, 301). The crow was sacred to Lugh (Graves Vol. 2, 1960:144).
Lyra:
Key Elements: Eagle, Lyra, Weaver Maid, Oxherd, Weaving, Eurydice, Orpheus.
Lyra the Lyre has been pictured being carried by an Eagle. In fact Allen tells us that
Lyra was often illustrated hanging from the claws of an eagle (1963:281). He also says
that sometimes stars of Cygnus are included in Lyra (1963:195,285). Vega, Altair and
Deneb constitute the summer triangle. All three are represented in Anubis Cave 1 by
their corresponding constellations. All three have been represented by birds. Sesti
associates Lyra with the Nightingale, which the Greek bestiary identifies with Orpheus
who sings a song that brings back to life Eurydice-dawn. Born again each day with the
rising of the sun. Eurydice fades as the sun gathers strength then reappears at dusk as
Hesperus (1991:380-381). Chi Nu, the Weaver Maid, is a girl at Lyra. Her Oxherd lover
is at Aquila with the Milky Way between. Marija Gimbutas (1989:67) provides a link
between the ancient, life giving, Bird Goddess and weaving. She also credits Athena
with inventing weaving and the ox yoke. These references to ancient beliefs connect all
the elements of the Weaver maid and her story; weaving, birds, and oxen.
Mithras:
Key Elements: Celts, Mithras, Perseus, Apollo Worship & Equinoxes, Bel, Grian.
The worship of Mithras can be traced to ancient times. A king of Mitanni is
known to have invoked the gods Mitra and his partner Varuna. He appears to have
been worshipped as Mitra in India. (Danielou 1985:115). As his worship spread into
Persia, his name was altered to Mithra After his worship had spread throughout Asia
Minor, the Romans adopted him as the god Mithras (Bonnefoy 1991:892). Another king
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of Mitanni C. 1450 B.C.E. used as part of his seal a scene similar to the Mithraic bull
slaying (Barnett, 1975:467).
The close connection between the Persian and British sun cults is pointed out by
Graves (1966:209). In so doing, he refers to the seven grades of Mithras, but the
connections may be cryptic.
Franz Cumont refers to Mithras as having an organized cult among the Iberian
Celts in Asturias and Gallaecia (1956:59).
Due to the syncretism of the time many gods acquired additional identities. Some
of these additional names identified the god as having additional attributes which his
standard name lacked. Ulansey makes it clear that Perseus is equated with Mithras
(1989:39). Two additional names for Mithras were Atlas and Perseus, making him ruler
of the Cosmos. Mithras also has been illustrated in the pose of Atlas (Ulansey 1989:
96-98). A connection between Mithras and Apollo is made by Ulansey (1989:44).
Cumont reinforces the concept of syncretic religions saying, “Thus, as in the paganism
of the Roman period, divinities assumed a double character, the one traditional and
based on ancient beliefs, the other adventitious and inspired by learned
theories.” (1960:15).
Mithras, a sun god, is often shown wearing a cape covered with stars. The religion
bearing his name is a religion of stars, planets and souls inhabiting extraterrestrial
space. Mithraism not only has seven grades, each with its own set of teachings, but
there is much to suggest that the same image was given new meaning each time a
member was promoted to the next grade where he acquired new knowledge.
Exploits and virtues of the god Mithras are often told through aliases e.g., the deeds
of someone with another name such as Perseus become deeds of Mithras. This
sharing of names and personalities is not restricted to Mithraism but is common in the
world of mythology. Mithra god of day is often associated with Varuna god of the night
(Leach 1972:732).
Mihr refers to Mithra in the Avesta. Mihrgan is a six day fall equinox festival of
Mithras (Cumont 1956:9).
Gordon, quoting Porphyry, “ ‘They assign to Mithras as his proper seat the line of
the equinoxes...he is set on the line of the equinox with North on his right, South on his
left.’ 66.” Gordon continues, “ ‘That is, Mithras is placed on the celestial equator facing
west. It is the sun’s passage through the celestial equator which gives rise to seasonal
changes, in particular the equinoxes, which are, as it were, the astronomical symbols of
the seasonal changes on earth. This image of Mithras thus separates him from the sun
but stresses the significance of their relationship for human life.’ ”
And finally, “ ‘...Porphyry explicitly links Mithras’s location on the celestial equator with
the descent and ascent of souls into the world and back to heaven: in some way
Mithras was responsible for their experience.’ ” (Gordon 1975:232).
There are three triangles formed by light and shadow on the pillar of Anubis Cave 3
(Balance Inscription). We have seen elsewhere that triangles are sacred to Mithraists,
particularly in groups of three (Lentz 1975:369). Plato in his Timaeus tells us the earth
is represented by a cube, but all things that can change are made of triangles. The
most basic form is comprised of three triangles and it is fire (1971:73-77). Next in
complexity and made of triangles is air, then water, and finally the cosmos itself.
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Cooper shows a Mithraic scene in which he identifies the only member wearing a
Phrygian cap as Perses (1996:111). Mithras is not wearing one, yet he is the only figure
whose symbol is the cap. Godwin believes the Phrygian cap inspired the White Crown
of Egypt that is equated to the white crown of Osiris (1981:107).
On a grander scale, Ulansey says, “...the god Mithras demonstrates his ability to
end one world age and begin another by killing the bull (ending the Age of
Taurus)” (1989:101).
Ogam:
Key Elements: Calendar, Alphabet, Ogmios.
Ogam represented the lore of trees, and could be used as a seasonal calendar.
Sharkey (1981:16). “Each consonant (of the original 13 consonant Ogam alphabet )
represented a twenty-eight day month of a series of thirteen,...”. (Graves Vol. 1,
1960:183). Thus, the Ogam alphabet could be used as a lunar calendar. When the
alphabet was changed to a 15 consonant alphabet it was then associated with Heracles
Ogmios (Ogmios means Sun Face) and it took on a solar aspect with the five vowels
associating with the four major positions of the sun during its cycle. Heracles/Ogmios is
associated with the Ogam alphabet. (Graves Vol. 1, 1960:184 & Vol. 2, 1960: 144).
Ogmios: Og/Oghma/Ogmios
Key Elements: Hercules, Varuna, Ogam, Soul Guide.
Ogmios was equated with Hercules (McManus 1991:151) and was thought to
function like Varuna as a guide to the souls of the dead (Mac Cana 1985:36). He is said
to have invented Ogam (McManus, 1991:150). McManus says Ogma was a fetcher of
firewood (1991:151). Firewood comes from trees and the Ogam alphabet letters are
named after trees. The reference to firewood might be another way of attributing the
“gathering of the letters” of the alphabet to Ogma.
Perseus:
Key Elements: Perseus, Andromeda, Mithras, Lugh, Great Mother, Anahita.
Perseus was born after Zeus impregnated Danae by means of a golden shower
while she was imprisoned. As a young man he slew the Gorgon Medusa with the help
of Mercury’s winged slippers and Athena’s guiding hand and polished shield. He later
married Andromeda after he saved her from the sea monster Cetus (Graves Vol. 1,
1960: 238-241). Andromeda is a manifestation of the Great Mother Goddess Anahita,
(Sesti 1991:311). Perseus’ house was supposed to be ruled by Heracles, (Graves Vol.
2, 1960:86).
Sesti says the myth of Perseus is pre-Greek (1991: 234). To Mithraists Perseus is
another name for Mithras, (Ulansey 1989:39). Bayley (1997:102-103) provides the
Celtic view that Perseus and Lugh are the same. Compare this to Perseus as the new
sun of spring (Sesti 1991: 221). Liddell and Scott define Perseus as another name for
the sun (1983:1395).
Saturn:
Key Elements: Saturn, Mithras.
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Babylonians called Saturn the
“planet of the Sun” and “Sun of the
night.” (Cumont, 1960:28). This was
the planet thought to represent
Mithras.
Serpens Caput:
Key Elements: Serpens,
Asclepius
Serpens is held by Ophiuchus /
Asclepius ( Sesti 1991:391). Serpens
Caput is the head of the snake. Other
than its value in aiding the location of
the other constellations in the line of
figure in Anubis Cave 1, I am unable
to determine any significant reason for
its presence. Looking at the second
paragraph of this appendix it is difficult
to decide which attribute described
there should be attributed here.
Solar System:
Key Elements: Stars, Bel,
Mithras, Dioscuri.
The ancient solar system was not Figure B 2. Perseus rescuing Andromeda. From
thought of as being organized in the Palmengarten, Frankfurt. Photo by Leo B. Leonard.
same way we conceive it to be today.
Plato in his Timaeus speaks of a circle of the Same and a circle of the Different. The
circle of the Same was the sphere of the fixed stars. The circle of the Different
contained the Sun, Moon and the five planets each in in its own orbit (Plato
1971:46-54).
The turning of the circle of the Same was what they thought made the fixed stars
turn. The divine Power which caused this sphere to move was in the West, sometimes
called Bel (Cumont 1960:64). The Dioscuri twins were known to represent the two
hemispheres, North and South, light and dark (Cumont 1960:65).
The Mysteries of Mithras contained the theology of the signs of the Zodiac and
planets (Cumont 1960:51). Cumont records Hipparchus of Bithynea (next to Galatia),
more than a 100 years BCE, knew how to determine the point of equinox by measuring
the number of degrees the sun occupied in a constellation (1960:36-37).
Weaver Maiden:
Key Elements: Weaving, Athena, Anahita, Orpheus, Eurydice, Lyre, Oxen.
Weaver Maid/Hesperide/Anahita/Athena/Eurydice/Chi Nu/Paivatar. She is, as
Anahita, sometimes displayed on walls of Mithraea. In her work, Snow (2002) traces the
threads tying the Chinese & Indo-European goddess of weaving and their starry
embodiments in the constellations Lyra, Aquila and Cygnus. There are several
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similarities among Chi Nu the Chinese Weaver Maid and the Indo-European weaver
goddesses Athena, Eos, Aurora, Penelope and Arachne. These similarities are
associated with spiders, weaving, ties to the dawn and reluctance to leave her bed.
Marija Gimbutas (1989:67) establishes a link between the Bird Goddess and weaving.
She also refers to Athena being credited with inventing weaving and the ox yoke.
Athena, goddess of weaving, is sometimes identified as a Dawn Maid. The rooster
is sacred to her. (Snow 2002:15). Orpheus sings a mesmerizing song and so does
Finnish Vainamoinen, (Snow 2002:18). Paivatar is so enraptured by the sound of
Vainamoinen she drops her weaver’s shuttle as does Eurydice, sun spirit and moon
spirit. The same lyre is used by Apollo and Orpheus.
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APPENDIX C
SYNCRETIC NAMES
Eliot (1976:14) tells us that one god may have many names. Mac Cana (1985:22)
when dealing with syncretic names uses the example of practices of the Gaulish Celts,
he says, ”In fact we know that a multiplicity of names does not necessarily imply a
multiplicity of dieties, and insular Celtic tradition provides many instances of important
deities known by several different names.”
The use of the god names of Bel, Grian and Sol and the total absence of the name
of Mithras was misleading and perhaps confusing in the beginning to us. When we
realized that Mithraism is a Mystery Religion that desired to keep its “Wisdom” secret it
required us to look beyond the obvious. If scribes wished to keep knowledge of their
religion secret, but needed to place writings where outsiders as well as initiates could
see them, they wrote the information cryptically. This could be done using alternate
names and a cryptic writing system.
A group of people may call their god by the name of a second and foreign god, but
this doesn’t mean they attribute all of the characteristics of one to the other. There may
be only one or two similarities.
Andromeda = Persephone, Sesti (1991:221).
Apollo = Grannos, and Belenos, Bonnefoy (Vol. 1, 1991:267) Green (1991:120).
Apollo = Mithras, Helios, Hermes, Kelley & Milone(2005:479), Godwin (1981:39).
Apollo = Lugh, Sharkey (1981:18).
Apollo = Belenus and Grannos or Grian , Green (1991:110).
Ariadne = Persephone, Sesti (1991:331).
Atlas = Mithras = Perseus, Ulansey (1989:96-98).
Atlas = Bootes, Sesti (1991:262).
Aurora = The star Vega in Lyra, Snow (2002:3).
Bel = Beli, Belus, Belinus, Graves (1966:56).
Bel = Mithras, Godwin (1981:39), Cumont (1960:64).
Belenos = Apollo, Bonnefoy (Vol. 1, 1991:267).
Boötes = Atlas, Sesti (1991:262).
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Bran = Saturn, Apollo, Graves (1966:124).
Corona Borealis (Northern Crown) = Persephone, a moon goddess, Sesti (1991:311).
Cassiopeia = Hecate, the Great Mother Sesti, (1991:291).
Cassiopeia = Sheila na Gig, Bayley (1997:24).
Grannos = Apollo, Bonnefoy (Vol. 1, 1991:267).
Grian = Apollo, Royal Irish Academy (Quinn, 1983:370).
Hesperus = Venus, Sesti (1991:476).
Hercules = Ogma Sunface, (MacManus, 1991:151; Graves, 1966:200)
Mithras = Perseus, Ulansey (1989:96-98).
Mithras = Apollo, Kelley & Milone (2005:479), Godwin (1981:39).
Mithras = Bel, Godwin (1981:39 &173).
Ophiuchus = Asclepius, Allen (1963:298).
Persephone = Andromeda, Sesti (1991:311).
Persephone = Ariadne, Sesti (1991:311).
Persephone = Northern Crown, Sesti (1991:311).
Perseus = Mithras, Ulansey (1989:96-98).
Perseus = Lugh, Bayley (1997:24).
Weaver Maid = Aurora, Athena, Chi Nu, Eos, the star Vega, Snow (2002:3).
Venus = Hesperus (Evening Star) and Phosphorus (Morning Star), Sesti (1991:476).
Virgo = Core/Persephone, Demeter, Hecate, Sesti, (1991:482-483).
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